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A 26-note reed barrel

organ by Gauioli €t Cie., Paris.

To be included in our sale on 28 July 1994.

Mechanical Music

28 Ju,ly 1994

Christie's is the world's only major auction house
to hold regular sales devoted to Mechanical Music.
These sales include, disc and cylinder musical
boxes, singing bird boxes and cages, mechanical
organs, gramophones and phonographs and early
radio equipment.

For a free brochure on Mechanical Music sales

at Christie's contact Christopher Proudfoot or
George Glastris on (071) 321 3272.

85 Old Brompton Road, London SW7 3LD
rel: (ozt) 581,7611, Fax: (071) 321 3321, CHRISTIES
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with an extensive and extraordinary offer of

>Mechanical Music<
Barrel & street organs * Automatic cylinder * disc music
boxes * various floor models * rare Phonographs & Gramo- #W.;*#;
phones * rare Music boxes * Records * - and much more . . .

@ Gambling machines * Vending machi-
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trains * Automatas * Dolls * Scientific instruments * Sur-
veying instruments * Radio- + TV sets * Lighters & Pipes *
Sewing machines * Flat irons * Toasters * etc., etc., etc . . .

Fully illustrated catalogue against prepayment only: Europe DM 43.-,
Overseas US $ 32.-. Annual subscription (2 cat- for Spring & Fall):

Europe DM 75.-, Overseas US $ 55.-
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Breker - The Specialists

P.O. Box 501119 * D-50971 Koeln/Germany
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In the U.S.A. please contact our representative Jane Herz at:
Tel. (813) 925-0385 :F Fax (8ilt) 925-0487
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Seruices offered include :-
* Cylinder re-piming - no linitation to size.

* Pins can be raked (angled) if required.
* Eccentric or worn cylinder pins re-ground

due to cylinder pivots.

* All manner of comb work-

* Cuttingback. Rc-tuning.

* Re-leading and tuning.

* Re.facing star wheels.

* Setting up and a{usting gantries.

* Motor repairs,

CYLhIDER AT{D DISC BOX REPAIR AI\D RESTORAIION

J.D.W F.B.H.l.
Woodbank, Charleston, Glamis By Forfar, Angus DD8 1UF

Telephone and Fax number O3O7 840473

Cylinder repinning, due to workshop expansion I can offer a complete cylinder repinning service in a realistic
time with no limitations on cylinder size, anything from snuffbox to Plerodienique, including orchestral and organ
cylinders. Organ cylinders can be repinned with or without partial bridge repairs or full re-bridging.

Cylinder pins are finished straight or raked as required.
Single cylinders from interchangeable sets can be repinned without surcharge. All repins are charged at the same
basic price oflength x diameterx 85p plus f,85. With an additional charge for raking ifrequired oflength xdiameter
x 20p. All measurements to the nearest half centimetre.

Organ cylinder repinning charges are assessed on the full length ofthe cylinder including the bridged section.
This is to allow for the extra time spent preparing and frnishing these. Organ bridge repairs are charged at f,15
per hour.
C ollection and. d.elivery.
All work can be collected and delivered door to door by insured carrier. Large items can be collected
and delivered personally.

In fact anything necessary to completely ouerhaul your musical box. Part jobs utelcome.

ROBERT KANE TRENDER

Specialist Restorer of Disc Musical Boxes

Seven point Five. Drayson Mews. Kensington.London.WS

o7r.937.3247
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Efitor's
A(gtes

In presenting my annual report to
the Society's AGM on the 26th
March, I invited comments and
questions from the floor on the last
twelve months issues of Music Box.
Two comments came forward; the
frrst was that all letters to the Editor
should be published and the other
was regarding delays in publication
of Music Box.

The letters column is available in
which members can exchange ideas,
comment on society matters and to
debate points of interest in matters
past and present relating to the
subject of mechanical music. Opin-
ions expressed on mechanical music
of the past can hardly offend its
manufacturer. Opinions expressed
on currently manufactured items or
topics can cause embarrassment and
I have to consider whether the com-
ments refer to the product or the
person or indeed both. Joseph
Schumacher, a long standing mem-
ber of MBSGB has recently pointed
out to me that some letters allowed
for publication already go too far,
which he sees as potentiallv a
personal affront agiinst another
member and likely to cause
dissension within the Society. It can
be diffrcult to know where to draw
the line otherwise no one could say
anything about anything but ifthe
reader has sent a letter which has
not been published the chances are
that it is in this category.

On the matter of publication, the
distribution dates are printed on the
classifred page of each edition. So
too are the copy dates. The
production of Music Box is not
dependent on the editor alone. Many
other contributors, not just the
writers of articles but the writers of
reports, meeting information and the
compilers of advertisements must
in turn forward all of their material
before production can commence.
Many of these people have jobs or
other commitments and can only
compile what they have when they
have the time to do so. It must be
remembered that all this work is
done completely voluntarily and I
can only ask those involved to try
and observe the copy dates, I cannot
insist that they do. I am very
dependent on contributors and
advertisers and reluctantly take the
view of "better late than never."
These comments however emanated
from a very "minor minority," I think.
Most members I feel would rather
have a complete magazine a little
late than important information and
advertisements missing, yet
published on time. If I am wrong,
please let me know as I would prefer
to deliver to the majority of members
just what they want. I

Message from the
New President

ArthurWJGOrd-Hume

I amhonouredtohave been elected
your President for a second term:
I last held this offrce from Spring
1976 until Autumn 1979 atwhich
time I handed over to Jon
Gresham.

My own involvement with
mechanical musical instruments
goes back many, many years but
suffrce to say I had to learn the
hard way in my then workshop on
the Isle of Wight. Nobody did any
serious musical box repairs in
those days and musical boxes were
cheap to the point of being
disposable. At this time, repairs to
combs seemed to demand cutting
up a better comb and soldering it
into place.

After much trial and error I got
to the stage when after I had
worked on a musical box it still
played and after a bit longer
frnally got to the stage where
learned how to improve them.
found out how to make comb teeth
and frt them and eventually how
to do thejob so that the new teeth
did not look like an accident in a
solder factory.

Soon I was doing repair work
for people like Sunley in London's
George Street and then, together
with Gerry Planus, helping John
E T Clark (whose sight was rapidly
failing him) with his repair
workload.

AII this brought me into contact
with several other people w'Lo were
interested in musical boxes and
then I met Cyril de Vere Green.
The upshot was that we contacted
a number of people during the
summer of 1962 and held a couple
of informal meetings at which
people like Murtogh Guinness and
Stanley Farmiloe gave their
support to a proposition to form a
society.

On December 1st, 1962, the
first-ever meeting of the MBSGB
was held at the Mandeville Hotel
in London. There were some thirty
people at thateventwhich marked
the birth of our society, a birth
which was the culmination of a
long period of gestation for it was
almost a year earlier that the idea
of a society was frrst mooted.

There were 20 founder mem-
bers. John Clark (membership
number 1) was frrst president and
Cyril deVere Greenfrrst secretary.
And, with membership number 4,
I was frrst editor.

Looking at that gallant bat-
talion of 20 names. I am saddened
to have to say that at least 14 have
already been gathered in to that
great musical box shop in the sky.

That leaves six names of which,
to the best of my knowledge, only
two remain in the Society. I am
proud to be one of them.

When first we started, the
literature available for our
education was limited to works by
Clark, Buchner, Mosoriak,
Chapuis, Hoke and Jacot, works
which, with the exception ofthree,
were in a popular vein.

We set about compiling our own
reference source as we went along.
It was called "The Music Box."

Our goal in those pre-Christmas
days 32 years ago was to band
together all those with an interest
in mechanical music so that we
could learn one from the other.

I believe we did that astonish-
ingly well. We did it through
friendship, through comparing
notes and research, and by talking,
studying and observing.

Today I am proud to inherit
leadership of this society for the
second time in two decades. What
I frnd is that the Society has
changed a lot and I am somewhat
saddened to frnd that the high cost
of musical boxes seems to deter
the introduction of vital young
blood into our organisation.

I frnd also that the emphasis of
the society has changed over the
years with rather less overall
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activity in research and history.
This I feel is a pity for it is in this
freld that we, the MBSGB, led the
world.

Our skills in research inspired
others to follow. I well remember
the late Hughes Ryder, then our
Vice President, talkingto me about
the American society journal. He
said how much he wished it could
be like the journal we published.

Then came the president of the
now-moribund French society,
Claude Marchal. who said that
theywould seek to copy us in every
way they could - and I knew that
this was the sincerest form of
flattery.

Finally came Dr Jurgan Hocker,
founder of the German society. He
stood in my then West London
home and said that what he
dreamed of was a German maga-
zine which set the same high
standard ofresearch and reference
as The Music Box, and, as manyof
us know. he has achieved that with
admirable results.

It is, however, no fault of an
editor if he cannot maintain a
magazine standard. The fault lies
with those who do not write.
research and remit.

Our present editor is starved of
good material and I am amazed he
still manages to produce a maga-
zine at regular intervals.

You have entrusted me as your
new leader. I hope that my period
of office will see the expansion and
fulfilment of the objects of the
Society. I do want to see more
inter-collaboration, more research
and more good original writing.

Traditionally, when an editor
has to resort to using pictures of
smiling people posing with their
instruments, you know that there's
not much going on under the hat!

Let's see that we don't become
an also-ran in a freld which, despite
the fact that we are a mere 32
years old, we pioneered. We have
at least one writer who continually
comes up with interesting material
for the Music Box. I am sure he
would enjoy competition and this
means that we must work together
to pool knowledge and resources.

One of my frrst tasks is to frnd
out just what you, the members,
want from your society and from
your Music Box magazine. I am
already receiving fulsome advice
from certain members but I want
to hear from you all in due course.

It would be unthinkable to end
without reference to our immediate
past-president, Alan Wyatt, who
has done so much to advance the
interests ofthe society during his
four years of offrce. He has brought
the society through a period of
world recession and difficult
financial times. He steps down on
a high note but I know I shall be
relying heavily on his experience
and knowledge during the coming
months.

For the meanwhile, then,
change is invariably a time of con-
cern yet change and progress are
inevitable. I would like to see more
people taking an active interest in
history and research. That way we
can help each other and along the
road keep producing a fine
rnagazine. I do not forget that for
many ofyou who for one reason or
another cannot attend meetings,
"The Music Box" is your lifeline
and your only contact with the
society you support.

Arthur W. J. G. Ord-Hume
President I

From our
Past President

Having retired as President of the
Musical Box Society after 4 years
and having been a committee
member for 12 I reflect as to why
one takes on these commitments.
It is in my case a strong feeling of
gratitude and indebtedness to all
those involved in forming and
running the Society for so many
years. Meetings are held, the
Journal continues to be published,
the business of the Society is
managed and conducted quite
voluntarily by so many for the
benefrt of us all.

Our longest serving committee
member must surely be Reg
Waylett. I cannot recall a time
when Reg was not involved with
the running of the Society. His
knowledge ofall aspects from early
to present day matters has been
vital to the success we now have.
In recognition of his valuable
contributions the committee at
their last meeting took the unusual
step of making Reg an ex-oflicio
member of the committee. We are
so pleased he has made a good
recovery from major illnesses and
having retired (if he ever could!)
from his business spends more
time abroad. We welcome him to

committee meetings when he is
able to attend. I am sorry this was
not made clear at the A.G.M.

I would like to thank Bob Holden
for his many years looking after
the frnancial affairs as Treasurer.
He kept us solvent through these
diffrcult times ofrecession and can
hand over the books to the new
Treasurer complete and up to date
showing a reasonably safe position
at the Bank.

I wonder how we will manage
without Reg Mayes as a committee
member. Reg took great trouble
and care to report the contents of
our meetings in the Journal, taking
photographs, jotting in his note
book all for the readers benefrt.
Thank you Reg for this valuable
service.

I wish the new President, Arthur
Ord-Hume every success during
his term of offrce. I am sure he will
receive, as I have, every support
and backing of the offrcers of the
Society and the membership as a
whole.

I recall the late Frank Holland
MBE often saying ofthe 32 society
memberships he held the
M.B.S.G.B. was the one he enjoyed
mostofall. He cherished themany
friends he had made and the way
we all so enjoyed the many aspects
ofour interest in mechanical music
- it was fun! Surely this is what a
hobby should be and let us ensure
we retain the happy and enjoyable
pleasures that music brings to us
all.
With best wishes
Alan Wyatt

FORTHCOMING
MEETINGS

Trip to Amsterdam
May 15th - 20th

To include visits to National
Museum, Utrecht, Benekom music
museum, private collection plus
other interesting excursions. A few
places still available, contact Roy
Ison at once if interested. Cost
f,270 including all coach travel,
ferry crossing and half board
accommodation in 3 star hotels - 1

night in Brugge, 4 nights in
Amsterdam.
Pick up points
Kendal, Birmingham Interna-
tional British Rail station and
Landbeach (Cambridge) before
crossing from Dover. I

I
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Day Meeting
18th June at St. Albans

Organ Museum
320 Camp Road, St. Albans
(approx. 2 miles from City

Centre)
Morning
Registration f,10, to include
sandwich lunch, tea/coffee,
morning coffee, followed by
conducted tour of museum.
Afternoon
Society Auction.

Autumn Meeting
2nd - 4th September, 1994

The Old Swan Hotel,
Harrogate, North Yorkshire

Tel:0423 500055
Fax: O423 501154

The Hotel has been operating for
over 200 years in 5 acres ofgarden
near the centre of the town. The
atmosphere within is ideal for our
Society gatherings with a cuisine
to revive the most jaded palate
and to delight the most fastidious.
The hotel alone promises a
weekend not to be missed.

Hotel Package
Dinner, bed andbreakfast, Friday
2nd and Saturday 3rd September
will be f, 102 including the Saturday
Society Dinner. Additional places
at the dinner will be charged at
f,16.50 and additional days at the
hotel before and after will be
charged at f,51 per day.

Progranne
Agatha Christie used the hotel to
"disappear" to in 1923 and more
recentlyit was used forthe frlming
of "Agatha." An after dinner event
on this theme has been promised
by one of the hotel's management.

Continuing the mystery theme,
Arthur Ord-Hume will be revealing
features of single comb piano forte
instruments and local organiser
John Powell will try to explain
some of the tuning features of
"Sublime Harmonie" and at the
same time to entertain with the
help of barrel organ, set of bells,
cylinder and disc machines.
Saturday afternoon we will be
going to York to include a visit to
the Automata Museum and intend
to have a Sunday morning session
in the hotel before our mid-day
close.

Assistance required
The local organiser would like to
hear from any members,
particularly those who have more
recently joined us, who would be

prepared to give a 5-10 minute
talk about a particular or favourite
item in their collection. This
revives a feature which, I believe,
was first organised by Jon
Gresham in York in the Spring of
1977 which encouraged me with
fear and trembling to stand up and
face the Society for the frrst time.

I would be very grateful to hear
from anyone whohas a single comb
piano forte box who would be
prepared to bring it to the meeting
to assist Arthur Ord-Hume with
his presentation on the subject.
Notes
Whilst the Automata Museum has
suffered some financial difficulty,
it is still fully operational and open
to the public.

I hope to have a list of local
places to see and things to do for
early comers and late stayers at
the meeting. If you want a copy
before the meeting, an S.A.E. will
get you one.

Contrary to rumour, it will not
be a condition of attending the
meeting that the pump room
waters must be taken!
John Powell
Tel:0532 663341 I

REPORT ON PAST
MEETINGS

Annual General Meeting
at Brandon Hall Hotel,

Brandon, Warwickshire,
Saturday, 26th March 1994

At the commencement of the 1994
A.G.M. Jim HaIl raised two
objections to the Minutes of the
previous A.G.M. The meeting did
not seem to consider these as
serious as Jim Hall but it was
decided that a correction to the
petition presented by Jim Hall
inserted by the Recording Secre-
tary should not appear in brackets
following the error but as a footnote
at the end of the Minutes.

Under Matters Arising from the
Minutes Jim Hall asked why the
A.G.M. was being held on a
Saturday, which he actual pre-
ferred, when a proposal at the last
A.G.M. had unanimously been
carried for it to be held on a Friday
night. The Meetings Secretary
reported the circumstances that
had caused him to hold the A.G.M.
on a Saturday and it was pointed
outthat the proposal passed at the
last A.G.M. did not alter the
Constitution, as notice of it had
not been given six weeks prior to

the meeting. The current A.G.M.
was constitutionally correet.

The meeting being allowed to
continue the President referred to
the death of David Heeley. He also
recorded his gratitude to the
former Archivist, Peter Howard,
for the way he had kept the
archives. Having decided to stand
down after four years the President
thanked the Committee, Lynn
Wright, those who wrote articles
for the Journal, attended meetings
and ran meetings. He was sure the
Society would be in good hands
with his successor, Arthur W. J. G.
Ord-Hume.

A vote of thanks from Mr.
Bellamy was enthusiastically
endorsed by those present.

The Subscription Secretary, Bob
Haiselden, reported a current
nominal membership of 615, 185
of whom had not paid, an actual
membership of 430.

The Membership/Correspon-
dence Secretary reported enrolling
50 new members in 1993 and
already 22inI994.In answer to a
question it was explained that
subscription income did not match
the membership as some paid frve
years at once and there were
several other distorting factors.

The Meetings Secretary, Roy
Ison, mentioned the Dutch trip
leaving on the 15th May, the St.
Albans Meeting and Society
Auction on the 18th June and the
Harrogate Meeting, which John
Powell was organising, on the 2nd
September.

It was hoped Robert Hough
would organise a meeting in Spring
1995 but nothingwas yet planned
for Christmas nor September 1995.

The Hon. Treasurerwas unable
to be present but his Financial
Report was circulated which
showed a loss for 1993 of f208.07.
Questions were answered by the
President who said the Hon.
Treasurer wished to thank
Stephen Cockburn for auditing the
books.

Following a brief report by the
Editor criticism was made of late
publication ofthe Journal by John
Miller, Richmond Mason and Jim
Hall.

It was said by the President
thatthis had given the Committee
considerable cause for concern but
it was not always the Editor's fault,
he was kept waiting for reports,

I
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a"ttit, of future meetings, inserts
and advertisement copy.

Alan Pratt said he thought the
Journal represented excellent
value for money and he did not
care ifitwas afew days late, which
statement was applauded.

The Committee's recommenda-
tion to maintain the subscription
of f,18.00 for 1995 for the sixth
year running provoked a long,
lively but good-natured discussion.

The many members counselling
an increase (at least f,20.00. f24.00
andf,25.00were all suggested) said
the Society was hovering on
insolvency, obviously needed more
income, musical box collectors
must of necessity be reasonably
wealthy and what one got from the
Society was excellent value for
money, worth substantially more.

The Committee were worried
about losing members, every time
the subscription was raised no
immediate extra income was
generated because of the loss of
members. Not all members were
wealthy and each time the
subscription was raised the
Subscription Secretary had a
terrible task. They favoured
infrequent increases but sub-
stantial ones and were con-
templating next year recom-
mending a subscription of f,24.00
for 1996.

Joint subscriptions for married
couples to increase income and
membership, reduced subscrip-
tions for those under 25 or 30 were
other suggestions mentioned.

A compromise proposal by
Arthur Cunliffe, seconded by John
Powell, was that the subscription
for 1995 be set at f,18.00 with a
strong plea that those able and
willing to pay more should be
encouraged to do so, which was
overwhelmingly carried. Should
anything untoward happen during
the ensuing nine months, such as
the introduction of VAT on
publications, the Committee would
respond as needed.

Bob Holden, having elected not
to stand again as Hon. Treasurer,
Richard Kerridge was nominated
for that position and frve names
having been nominated for the
three Committee vacancies, a
ballot was held, as a result ofwhich
the following appointments were
approved:-

President: Arthur W.J.G.
Ord-Hume

Vice President: Ralph Heintz

Treasurer: Richard Kerridge

Editor: Graham Whitehead

Subscription
Secretary: Bob Haiselden

Membership/
Correspondence
Secretary: Alan Wyatt
Meetings
Secretary: Roy Ison

Recording
Secretary: John Miller
Archivist: Kevin McElhone

Auction
Organiser: David Walch

Committee
Members: Arthur Cunliffe

Jon Gresham
ChristopherProudfoot

The Committee had appointed
Stephen Cockburn as Hon. Auditor
and Ted Brown as Advertisement
Manager.

The proposal that the A.G.M. be
held at the Summer meetings
always in the Midlands, together
with the Auction, was passed with
the deletion of the word "always"
in the proposal after considerable
debate.

The two proposals that the
number of Vice-Presidents be
increased to two, or three, were
also debated. The majority elected
to have two - one American. one
British. It was stressed that this
in no way diluted the importance
of the American Vice-President, it
is just that there were several good
reasons for also having one in
Britain

UnderAny Other Business Alan
Wyatt mentioned he had been
asked to initiate a debate at this
meeting on a four page paper
concerrring the direction in which
the Society should be heading. He
thought there was insufficient time
and a questionnaire would be
circulated with the Journal to
solicit input from all the members.

Immediately prior to the
meeting closing at 12.39p.m., Ken
Dickens thanked Daphne Wyatt
for all her support of Alan during
his Presidency, which was warmly
applauded.

Copies of the full Minutes of
this A.G.M. are obtainable from
the Recording Secretary on
application.

Reg \traylett
It will be noted that the Com-

mittee did not nominate Reg
Waylett as a Committee Member.

The reasons for this are twofold,
illness and visits abroad had
prevented him attending some
Committee Meetings and it was
decided to create an opening for
another Committee Member.

Reg Waylett is already an
Honorary Member of the Society
and it was decided to make him an
Honorary Member of the
Committee with an open invitation
to attend any and every Committee
Meeting.

This is a unique action without
precedent, but then Reg Waylett
is a unique member without
precedent. I

I]RGENT
REMINDER
Your 1 994 Subscriptions
arenowdue, please send
your remittance now
to:-

Mr. R. Haiselden,
Martlets,
High Orchard,
Pencombe,
Bromyard,
Herefordshire
HR7 4RS.

The Society's annual auction
will be held on Saturday, 18th
June at the St. Albans Organ
Museum, 320 Camp Road, (next
to Camp JMI School). Auc-
tioneer Christopher Proudfoot
(by kind permission of
Christie's, South Kensington).
A great chance to sell and buy.
Commission rates - Buyer's
premium 7.1Vo, Selling
commission 7.5%.
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Some members are frnding long
lists of numbers in every issue of
the magazine rather too much of a
good thing. I quite understand it is
not of interest to everyone to look
through line after line of serial
numbers, so I propose to print the
Register in alternate issues ofthe
bulletin.

In the other editions, I hope to
note points of interest that have
been brought to light by the
Register returns. Hopefully, I will
receive constructive comments
from other members on these
jottings, so that eventuallythe frnal
conclusions will be defrnitive.

To commence, I thought a look
at musical box agents would be an
interesting exercise as part ofthe
overall history and development
ofthe industry and ofthe Victorian
period.

The Swiss musical box industry
must have devised a way of
distributing their products all over
the world at quite an early stage.
Agencies must have been set up in
various countries and a dis-
tribution system established.
Finishedboxes were probably sent
from the factory by horse and cart
to the nearest railway station to be
sent to destinations in large towns
and cities.

Those boxes bound for England
or America must have been
suitably prepared for transporta-
tion by sea. Presumably, the
majority of boxes arrived safely,
though some must have been
returned marked "Damaged in
transit."

Junod certainly sent out
directions with one of their boxes

Register News
giving the following instructions :-

"Take out the pieces of cork
placed at each end of the cylinder
and the pieces ofcardboard placed
between the teeth of the comb."

The packing and distribution of
musical boxes must have presented
many problems. Even today with
modern materials and specialist
firms, breakages are not un-
common.

Examination of the Agents'
labels found on surviving boxes,
show that many had their
businesses established in the
major trading ports such as
London, Bristol, Liverpool,
Manchester and Southampton.
Those boxes destined for Germany
often have Agents established in
Hambourg and other ports. These
important agents would no doubt
sell on boxes to smaller shops and
businesses throughout the land.
Some agents were in such a
powerful trading position as to
have their own design of tune card
frtted to the boxes on arrival at
their premises. Others chose to
add their trade labels. Many of
these are still to be seen today.

Names like Keith Prowse are
well known and are relatively
commonplace. Other lesser known
agents occasionally feature on
boxes and their advertising can be
fascinating.

T. S. Beswick of Liverpool was
established in 1845. They had at
least two addresses in that city
and were sufficiently well
established to have their own
design of tune card printed. To
date 4lever wind boxes have been
listed with their tune card. Thev

had a monogram with T.S.B. inter-
twined within a diamond shape.

An early dealer was H. Carter-
Bowles of Cheltenham who
described his business as being
"Watch Clock and Instrument
Maker. " Obviously selling musical
boxes was a natural extension to
his clock making.

Less obvious dealers seem to
have sold musical boxes from time
to time. S. Massey of Fenton was a
Chemist whilst Joseph Scales of
Dublin proclaimed himself as being
"A manufacturer & Professor of
the concertina."

Hurt & Wray of Geneva went to
great lengths to establish the fact
they distributed Nicole musical
boxes. They took off governor
brackets and had them beautifully
engraved in copperplate writing
with their name and address.
These boxes are all very good
quality.

Joseph Riley of Birmingham has
his trade label on many Mermod
boxes and one wonders ifhe had
sole rights to sell that make in the
Birmingham area at that time.
Along the same line, Fred Wertel
of Paris was a distributor for
L'Epee boxes.

Finally spare a thought for Mr
Whiteley who traded from
Westbourne Grove, London for
many years but frnished up by
being murdered. Let's hope the
idea doesn't catch on!

Listed below are various names
of agents and distributors ofboxes.
If you can add to these names or
give missing addresses, please
contact the Registrar.

Name

Asser and Sherwin

T. S. Beswick

T. S. Beswick

Bissen

T. H. Briese

A Brugger & Co.

H. Carter-Bowles

Citv/Musical Repository

Musical BoxAgents
Address

Strand, London

9, Berry Street, Liverpool

71, Great George Street, Liverpool

a Paris

Vormals U Eckhardt. Frankfurt /I\4

18, Hampstead Road, London

Cheltenham

Unknown
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M. Cohen

Richaril Cook & Co.

J. Ch. Detmering

C. H. Dick

Duck Son and Pinter

H. M. Emanuel and Sons

W. Ginham

H. W. Glaze

Goldsmiths Alliance Ltd.

W. M. Harris

F. L. Hausberg

Alfred Hays

Charles Henry

Hickie and Hickie

T. Higham & Son

Hows and Son

Hurt & Wray

Imhof & Muckle

Jacot Music Box Co.

Jones & Co.

A Kuss

Paul van Leeuwen

S. Massey

Metzler & Co.

Metzler & Co.

Millikin & Lawley

Misquith

Morath Brothers

Muller et Thum

Nathan & Co.

J. G. Needham

Parkins & Gotto

Perrin-Chopard

Keith Prowse

Joseph Riley

A. B. Savory

Sawtell

Joseph Scales

C. Scotcher & Son

W. S. Scotcher

H Scott's

L. Soane

J. Teleman

Wales & McCulloch

William Whiteley

Ferd. Wurtel

132, Kirkgate, Leeds

Fenchurch Street, London

21 Wexstrasse 21, Hamburg

Vevey

1-6, Putney Bridge, London

Ordnance Row, Portse a

Brazier, Hereford

Pershore

Cornhill, London

?

Liverpool

4 Royal Exchange Buildings & 82, Cornhill, London

18, Market Street, Manchester. Later:- 22,King Street

Piano and Organ Merchants, Reading

Musical Instrument Warehouse. 35, Ranelagh Street, Liverpool

Leicester Square, London

Geneve

Oxford Street, London

39, Union Square, New York, U.S.A.

22,Bidge Street and,42, Castle Street, Bristol

Newcastle

Amsterdam

Chemist, Fenton

London

37,38 & 35, Great Marlborough Street, London

161, Strand, London

India & Burma

Liverpool

?

Union Passage, Birmingham

36, College Street, Rotherham

24-28, Oxford Street, London

?

48, Cheapside, London

25, Constitution Hill, Birmingham

It & L2, Cornhill, London

Bristol

26, College Green, Dublin

36, Bull Street, Birmingham

10, Hope Street, Wrexham

John Bright Street, Birmingham

1, Old Bond Street, Bath

Market Place, Colyton

23, Lro'dgate Hill, London

Westbourne Grove, London (?)

Galerie Pioienne. 38 & 42. Paris I
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Members might be interested in the
Table Barrel Organ shown on the
photographs below and made by G.
Pyke. It is part of the collection at
Burton Constable Hall.

It has a 21 key movement built into
a mahogany cabinet decorated with
flrne ormolu gilt mounts. The ormolu
work done by G. Pyke was mentioned
by Nicolas Goodison in his book
"Ormolu the Work ofMatthew Bolton. "

Unfortunately only one barrel
survives from the original total ofsix,
but the complete tune list is still frxed
to the lid.

The tunes may all be pre I77O and
I think the organ was made between
1760-1770. There are flrve stops, 3
ranks ofmetal pipes,2 ranks ofwood
prpes.

The trade label reads as follows,
"Geo. Pyhe at the Bird Organ in May's
Buildings, St. Martins Lane, London
make all sorts of musical boxes for
birds, for country dances, minuets and
to play conceftos all in the neatest
manner.
Barrel No. I

1. Pettycoat Loose
2. Bonny Kate
3. Lets Lose No Time
4. Ash Wednesday
5. Hart Hall
6. Galliant Blakeney
7. Topsy Turvy
8. Barley Sugar
9. Soldier Laddie

10. Luckey Bids Me
Barrel 2

1. Felton Minuet
2. Dragon Pour Boir
3. Bath Minuet
4. Stanley's Minuet
5. Birthday Minuet
6. Scotch Minuet

7. Fill Every Glass
8. God Save The King
9. German March

10. Prince Eugen's March
Barrel 5

1. Marshall Saxes Minuet
2. Lady Gaucntry
3. The German
4. Wediman
5. Musette in Alcina
6. Minuet in D
7. Musette in Amorou
8. Minuet in D
9. Jigg by Arne

10. Jigg in Rinalod

Barrel 6
1. Charles Hornpipe
2. Hornpipe
3. March in G
4. Granoes March
5. Joy to Great Caesar
6. Gavot by Gladwin
7. Gavol in Otho
8. Air by Kelway
9. Air by Arne

10. Air by Mantel

Pyke Clock at Burton Constable
by Roy Ison

7. French Horn Minuet
8. Lord Cathcart's Minuet
9. Lord Brook's Minuet

10. Miss Fox's Minuet
Barrel 3

1. Jubals Lyre
2. Charms ofPeggy
3. Lass of Patties Milt
4. Fair Kitty
5. Air by Handel
6. Handel Water Piece
7. Gavot by Felton
8. Jigg by Handel
9. Gavot by Mantel

10. Lesson by Handel
Barrel 4

1. Tanthe the Lovely
2. The Comes He Comes
3. Come Come My Govo
4. BIow Blow the Wind
5. Smiling Dawn
6. Highland Laddie

Address on the barrel.

Barrel organ by G. Pyke.
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A Look at the History of
MECIIAI\ICAL MT]SICAL

INSTRT]MENTS
When we talk of 'mechanical
musical instruments'we refer to
that type of instrument which
operates or can be operated
automatically. Other expressions
in common usage at various times
describe these as 'self-acting' or
'going by themselves.' The term
has come to refer almost generi-
cally to this category ofinstrument
whether they are operated strictly
by genuine 'mechanical' means
(meaning clockwork with springs
or weights) or by some other
method such as pneumatic (the
player piano) or electromagnetic
(the Mills Violano-Virtuoso type of
mechanism).

There are indeed very many
types of instrument which have
either been built or otherwise
adapted for automatic playing. Of
these, the number conceived solely
for mechanical operation and
without a manually-playable
counterpart is small indeed.
Amongst these, though, the
musical box. wherein a setoftuned
steel teeth is made to vibrate via a
mechanically-arranged pro-
gramme, reigns supreme. There is
no'keyboard musical-box' although
at least one patent exists for such
a device.

DISCOVERY
We can trace the earliest

mechanical musical instruments
back into pre-history. It may seem
remarkable to us today - perhaps
even naive. but all available
evidence points to the fact that'
primitive instruments of music
were conceived of not solely for
playing by a human, but also for
automatic operation. That this
practice was slow to die is
demonstrated by the discovery of
horological manuscripts dating
from as late as the 13th century
which describe how to make an
automaton player for an organr.
Much earlier, in the eighth century
to be more precise, there is an
illustrated text which describes
how to use a series ofpinned discs
to play a tune on a pipe organ
automatically2.

This creation of a mechanical
performer to play an instrument is
a concept which survived into more
modern times and the Jaquet-
Droz, Vaucanson and Kintzing all
successfully created mechanical
instruments which were played by
mechanical frgures. This is where
the dividing line between mech-
anical music and automata
becomes less well-defined and
when we look at Vaucanson's
mechanical flute-player, the
Jaquet-Droz's clavecin-player and
the cymbalum-player of Peter
Kintzing we are looking at what
today's lexicographer would defrne
as'mixed-media' mechanics.

PINNED BARREL
Throughout these pieces,

however, it is the pinned barrel
which forms the programme. It
controls not just the music but,
through the medium of a series of
cams and levers, it operates the
player as well.

In itself, the pinned barrel is
not a'recording' of actual sound,
but represents a programme which
has the sole purpose of causing
tuned elements to sound in a
predetermined sequence. It thus
attempts to replace the printed
score for the human performer who
is told from that score when and
where to sound which note. The
printed score, though, uses an
intermediary which means there
is a'time delay'- the human eye
and brain. The barrel is as
immediate in action as the linking
mechanism can be made.

From this comes a useful
analogy frrst expressed by my late
friend Philip Coole of the British
Museum who, in determining the
difference between a mechanical
musical instrument and a
gramophone, asserted that:

In any form the true musical
box should be capable of
producing music without its

p rogramming d.eu ice be cau se
it contains tuned elements.
With a little practice, it is
possible to play the comb
from a musical box: I haue
y et to find an ordinary per son
who can get a tune out of a
pick-ups.

Mechanical music therefore
needs two components in order to
happen: tuned elements and a
programme. Any random form of
sound production is ruled out. Our
Middle Ages polymaths - men such
as Kircher. Schott and Fludd -
understood this and although
Gasper Schott seems mostly to
have been a copyist (and a rather
poor one at that), Fludd thought
up ideas for automatic music which
perhaps only the technology of the
age prevented from becoming
reality. As we have seen earlier,
Kircher had a lot to go on. He at
least was able to draw from life,
taking his themes from mech-
anisms which he had actually seen
working.

For at least six centuries.
mechanical music has depended
upon the bell. Organs, which
appeared sporadically at odd
moments since pre-Christian
times, only really appeared in
practical mechanical form a little
after the 15th century while the
musical box, at a mere two hundred
and fifty years, is a virtual
neophyte.

EARLIEST METHOD
The earliest method of publicly

indicating the time of day was the
striking of a bell in a tower. This
required the services of a minion
to ascend the tower at intervals
during the day and physically
strike the bell with a hammer. As
late as 1721, Lewes in Sussex paid
one James Pearce or Pierce of that
town for 'ringing the bell' to
indicate the timea.

By the latter half of the 14th
century, developments in the
design and making of the weight-
driven clock had reached the stage
where i.t became feasible to use
them in towers. Small wonder.
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then, that when mechanical time-
indication became possible, an
automaton frgure was provided to
emulate the "Town Johnny" whose
job it displaced. This was necessary
to indicate the time since dials and
hands had yet to be adopted for
use on this form of large public
clock. The solution was the
sounding of the hours on one or
more bells struck by androids -
artifrcial humanoid frgures who
stood endlessly and patiently
beside the bell until the hour when
they would turn and strike the
bell. These androids were called
Jacks - shortforjaquemarts. These
jaquemarts are still to be seen on
many clocks to this day, probably
the best-known example being
those on the ancient Clock House
in the Piazza San Marco, Venice.
Created in 1497, the hour is
sounded by a pair of bronze
jaquemarts standing 2.7 metres
high and representingtwo captive
Moors, thus glorifying the naval
prowess of Venice in the 15th
centurys. Today, though, they do
not actually hit the 152 cm
diameter bell, their task being
completed by a pair of hidden
chain-operated hammers. This
clock, incidentally, is not unique:
in the small town of Pordenone to
the North of Venice there is a
contemporary replica of the Clock
House complete with bell and
jaquemarts6. And Britain has its
renowned 16th century Jack
Blandiver who sits sullenly before
his solitary bell in a high niche at
Wells Cathedral armed with a
hammer in each hand. An extended
history of the bell-man and the
clock-jack is given in Percival
Price? while the birth of the tower
carillon is detailed by Lehr8.

CARILLON MECIIANISM
The carillon mechanism was

thus a developed form of the
ancient pinned-wheel sandwich
described by the Banu Musa. That
nowgave wayto ametal drum, the
earliest of which were fabricated
from pierced iron strips. By the
middle ofthe 17th century, though,
these were cast in bell-metal and
lathe-turned. The surface of the
barrel was divided up circum-
ferentially into as many lines as
there were hammers to the bells.
It was then divided up along its
surface by a number oflines. Holes,
usually square, were bored at the
intersection of each line so as to
create a gridJike frame into which
iron pegs could be inserted. As the

cylinder rotated, these pegs
engaged in the mechanism of a
keyframe and, by means of
linkages, struck the bells.

The grid-like surface of the
barrel or drum produced what is
known as a 'metrically-marked'
cylinder, also termed a framework
of 'rigid notation.'This dividing of
a cylinder surface by radial and
circumferential lines is also found
on some early musical boxes: these,
too, are referred to as 'rigid nota-
tion'. Because ofthe discovery that
some people do not understand
what this means (in particular, a
small-minded contributor to one
of the musical-box societies'
journals who thought that 'rigid
notation' was synonymous with
musical inflexibility), let me
explain that the transfer of
marking ofthis sort to a cylinder is
neither more nor less than the
operating of a wheel-cutting
dividing-head or the principles of
Engramelle's tonotechnie of the
18th century. Just because there
is a grid of frxed marks (in the case
ofthe carillon barrel, ofholes) does
not mean there is no opportunity
to vary musical intervals. Very
early on in the history of the
carillon, tune pegs were made
which had offset points so that you
could achieve total freedom of
pinning. The musical score was
transferred very accurately to the
carillon drum with the aid of a
spanner and the skill ofthe barrel-
pinner lay in this matter of
choosing the right pins.

MECHLIN CATHEDRAL
These carillon drums were

frequently extremely large. That
of Mechlin Cathedral, for example,
was made in 1736 and has a
diameter of 15 feet and a length in
excess of6 feet. It operates on 90
levers connected to 90 hammers
and plays eight times during the
hour, each tune calling for only a
small fraction ofits full revolution.
Each tune was arranged sequen-
tially, one full turn of the drum
representing all eight melodies.
The Mechlin cylinder can play a
maximum of 108 bars or measures
of music and has 180 radial rows of
holes around its circumference.
With 90 holes in each row, this
means there is a total of 16,200
holes for tune-setting. Since there
are eight different types of peg
plus three combination pegs as
shown in the illustration, this
produces a possible combination
of 176,000 note-peg positions. In

terms of automatically-played
carillon, the largest drum'is that
of ChAlons-sur-Marne with about
34,000 holes. But the drum with
the largest diameter is that in
Salzburg.

The automatic carillon is still
withus today. Gone, though, isthe
expensive and space-hungry
pierced drum with its cumbersome
linkages of wires and levers.
Perforated rolls of music, punched
in plastic sheet and read elec-
trically, were in use in the 1950s
and the revival of the Dutch
carillon, almost entirely through
the masterly efforts of Dr Andr6
Lehr and the Eijsbouts bell-
foundry in Holland, has produced
some outstanding instruments.
The largest in Holland is that built
at Eindhoven by Philips, the Dutch
multinational electronics group.

FIRST CARILLON CLOCK
In 1985 I was involved in the

specification, design and con-
struction of London's frrst public
carillon clock since the 1939-45
war. This was erected on the front
of the Swiss Centre in Leicester
Square. Unveiled on November
z0th, it comprises 25 bells,
extended the followingyear by the
addition to two more to provide a
complete compass of C, D-d
(chromatic), e. Erected at the
behest of the Swiss National
Tourist Board and presented as a
gift to the City of London, the bells
for the carillon were scaled to a
Flanders formula and made by
Riietschi of Aarau in Switzerland.
They are struck by solenoid-
operated bell hammers and play
from a large library of tunes
programmed into an electronic
memory musical playback system
offering very rapid and infrnitely-
variable selection choice. At the
same time, the Swiss authorities
invited me to produce design
studies for modern carillons in both
Australia and Canada.

Most carillons of all ages are
playable by both mechanical
means as well as by hand: even my
Leicester Square one has a tiny
keyboard used either for direct
playing or for 'recording' music
into the solid-state memory banks.
However, it is worth pointing out
that the number played exclusively
by mechanical means is almost as
great as the number played only
from a keyboard. Small carillons,
namely those with a compass
between Ir/z and 2rlzoctaves ate
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played solely by mechanical
means..

The mechanical organ, then, can
be traced back to pre-Christian
times although the frrst defrnitive
reference was not written down
until the ninth century AD. This
was found in the ancient manu-
scripts prepared by the Banu
Musae. The earliest surviving
mechanical organ which is still in
playing condition is that which is
built into the high walls ofSalzburg
Castle. Built in the year 1502 and
known to Mozart (whose father
wrote music for it), it still performs
regularly having gone through a
number of restorations across the
yearslo.

QI.IIRINAL PAI.ACE
During the 1980s I was also a

consultant on a magnificent project
to restore the hydraulically-
operated mechanical organ at the
Quirinal Palace in Rome which
dates from the early 17th century.
Hydraulic organs such as this were
illustrated by the earlier poly-
maths such as Kircher who
actually had a hand in recon-
structing it from a yet earlier age.

To revertto my subject, though,
it is readily accepted that means
for making music automatically
have been known to Man for a very
longtime - in excess of 2,000 years
in fact. It was not until the rapid
progress made in perfecting
rotating musical programmes for
the carillon in the 14th century
that the culture began to take off
in a big way.

The great era of mechanical
music was alloyed with the
decorative arts by the second half
of the 16th Century with the start
of an age duringwhich increasingly
complex and beautiful musical
automata were created in
Augsburg in Germany. This was
the age of patronage and wealthy
merchants who could commission
such works from the finest
craftsmen. The organ was gener-
ally the most popular instrument
to include in these but there were
also clockwork spinets and
miniature carillons. Besides those
with flue pipes, organs were also
made with regals - the coarse
beating reed descended from the
ancient Egyptian zamr and shawm
family.

This fortunate age ofpatronage,
which has thankfully left so many
treasures from its brief existence,
ground to an untimely halt with

the start of the Thirty Years War
and Augsburg and its artisans
entered the Dark Ages. Schiller
wrote that this terrible conflict
"put out the spark of culture in
Germany" and while this may be
an over-statement, the burden of
evidence as to what is missing from
those years supporbs the conclusion
that music and automata, along
with almost every other art form,
lay fallow for several generations I I 

.

The rich pickings of patronage,
then, came to an abrupt conclusion
for a good hundred years.

The 'golden century' of
mechanical music began in L72O
and was to continue until the time
of Beethoven. This century saw
the flourishing of mechanical
music in Central Europe which

'-spread throughout Europe.
It had all begun when London

was pre-eminent in the freld of
clock and watchmaking. This
brought the centre of European
musical mechanics frrst to London
and by the frrst half of the 18th
Century craft,smen such as Charles
Clay, James Cox, John Joseph
Merlin and Thomas Weeks were
at work there. They assembled
around them a group of talented
fellow artisans which included
painters, sculptors, carvers and
musicians (among these latter was
Handel) to further their collective
talent.

NEW.AGE PATRONAGE
London's role in this mech-

anical-music connection was.
however, usurped frrst by Berlin
where Frederick the Great found
time between his other and more
public activities and war-mon-
gering to set up a musical-clock
factory with craftsmen brought
together from all over Europe, and
then by the 'new-age' patronage
created frrst by the French emperor
Louis XV and enlarged by Louis
XVI. Because European Royal
families tended to intermarry and
thus to get to know one another,
what was good for one was clearly
advantageousto another. The new-
age patronage spread like wildfrre
through Europe into Hungary,
Austria and Sweden. Not to be
outdone, the Russian tsars also
diverted money from their peasant
workers' pockets into patronage
on a grand scale. In those 50 short
years from 1760 to the opening
decade ofthe 19th century, there
was a flourishing of art and craft
the likes of which the world mav
never see again.

Mechanical music had a freld
day. The Swiss and the French
assumed much of London's mantel
as clock and watchmaking aspired
to ever greater heights in the hands
ofgreat horological workers such
as the Jaquet-Droz, Maillardet,
Leschot and Rochat. Still Europe
looked to Britain for many of its
materials, butthe rococo era never
caught on in London.

FASHIONABLE
Thus it was that from the end of

the 17th century forwards,
mechanical musical instruments
attained a fashionable position in
life and culture. Music was every-
where, and yet nowhere. The home
was a silent place unless there
was somebody who could play a
keyboard. On the one hand, the
makers of harpsichords and vir-
ginals could scarce meet the
demands oftheir more aristocratic
customers. let alone cater for the
rest ofthe market. The piano, then,
was greeted as an invention from
Heaven for it was cheaper and
easier to make. But still people
had to learn to play.

Automatic music in the home
was an inspiration and gradually
the merchants and landowners,
newly-rich entrepreneurs spun off
from the Industrial Revolution and
its key products such as coal, wool
and cloth - these became the new
patrons for whom instruments
were made. They may not in
general have been so aesthetically
orientated as the now-headless
Louis and his young but naive bride
Marie Antoinette, but they had
the money and knew how to spend
it to impress friends and visitors.
Culture may have been bought by
the shovelful, butitwas avaluable
incentive to boost a revival in
musical mechanisms. Certainly
Gustavus III, before his fatal
encounter with the murderous
Count Ankerstriim, learned from
the predilections ofFrederick the
Great in Prussia and the Court of
Louis XVI, high-tailing it back to
his Stockholm palace to pour
money into his own musical-clock
business.

The makers of these instru-
ments tended to coalesce in certain
areas. A small area of the Black
Forest close to the Swiss border,
for example, became the cradle of
the organ-playing wooden clock -
the so-called Black Forest clock
often embellished with rich
carving, moving figures and
decoration, all skillfully created
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out of simple materials. Mirecourt
in France became the cradle ofthe
French barrel-organ industry
while the Englishbarrel organwas
almost exclusively the chief
product ofa remarkably small area
of London - part of what is now
called Soho.

Meanwhile, there were strange
goings-on in the mountains and
valleys of the Swiss Jura.
Switzerland was about to establish
itself as the world's first producer
of the musical box. It also claimed
the invention of the tuned steel
tooth, a claim which may not
entirely have been true, partic-
ularly since a French watchmaker
had built a pocket-watch playing
'an air in two parts' as early as
1770, but soon it became a product
which was synonymous with that
country's watchmaking industry.

WELL ESTABLISHED
The piano, mechanised as early

as the closing years of the 18th
Century by application of the
pinned wooden barrel, was now a
well-established product and more
and more makers were producing
instruments which could be played
mechanically. From Debain's
Antiphonel planchette-playing
piano-player of1850 to the treadle-
powered barrel-playing instru-
ments of Lacape in the early 1880s,
the instrument had now become
widely accepted. It was not until
1870, though, that somebody had
the idea of making a machine to
push up against a piano keyboard
on which a musical programme
could be placed for playing. Both
Grob and Ehrlich's mechanical
piano-players provided their music
from perforated cardboard discs
and worked by turning a handle
on the side of a push-up cabinet
from which wooden fingers oper-
ated the piano keys.

The discovery of pneumatic
action - I hesitate to call a principle
an 'invention' - came about in
Europe and America at about the
same time. It was in America,
though, that the greatest progress
was made in the shortest time and
when McTammany devised his
roll-playing pneumatic organette,
the stage was set for the frrst
pneumatic piano-player to the
development of which E dwin Votey
can lay claim to having refrned.

Votey was, however, neither the
frrst nor by any means the only
person to apply air pressure - in
this instance at a negative level -
to playing the piano.

The life-span of the large and
cumbersome piano-player was
short-lived - a maximum of frfteen
years at the most - but it developed
most of the technology needed to
place the piano-playing mechanics
actually inside the piano case. The
piano-player gave way to the
player-piano which, as a single,
self-contained instrument, had
been around since the clockwork
barrel pianos of John Longman,
Longman and Broderip, and
Clementi in the early years of the
19th century.

FIRST TOWN
Electricity was the new-age

source of power. When the streets
of the small town of Godalming in
Surrey were illuminated by
electricity in September 1881 it
was the frrst town in the world to
have electric light. Three years
later, it reverted to gaslight. The
main problem was that electricity
was only considered suitable for
domestic lighting and even electric
pianos were made to run offa wet-
cell accumulator. As late as 1912.
Wolverhampton's electricity
exhibition showed a battery-
powered electric player pianor2.
But already instruments had been
made which could be run offthe
electricJighting supply'. It is a
sobering thought today that in
those times so little was under-
stood about current that owners of
powerful electric motors, not to
mention domestic appliances, were
entreated to plug them into the
wood-and-brass lighting socket or
into the nearest table lamp! Few
homes had the luxury of electricity,
and those which did were generally
restricted to those of the wealthy.
And thus a high proportion of these
homes and their contents were
destroyed by frres attributable to
electrical causes.

Electricity was, of course, a
practical proposition and both
German and American inventors
worked to make electrically-played
musical instruments. Orchestrion
organs, concert organs and cafe
orchestras were built in Germany
to work by electricity. And
America, despite having so many
different types of electricity
supply18, managed to develop and
market many electric instruments
culminating in the DC-powered
electric Mills Violano-Virtuoso.
arguably one of the most
astonishing instruments ever
made. This played a violin and a
piano together and was housed in

a piano-sized cabinet. Even
Hupfeld's grand but delicate
electrically-powered but'pneu-
matically-operated Phonoliszt-
Violina with its superstructure
containing three violins and a
rotating bow, paled into second
place behind the all-electric Mills
machine. The origins of this went
back to the Middle Ages, for it was
developed by a Swedish engineer,
Henry Sandell, who applied to its
design the principles of the
Nyckelharpa, Sweden's historic
folk instrumentra.

Putting tonal variation into
player-pianos began with the
German expression pianos, some
of which were extremely good.
These were the poor man's version
of the reproducing pianos which
were promoted as offering the
buyer an actual recorded
performance by a notable artist.
Around this magical touchstone of
pianolaism was woven cunning,
myth, mystery and some down-
right deceit all in the interests of
promoting the reproducing piano -
and making money for the
shareholders.

SUSPICIONS
While everybody had had their

suspicions for a long time, it was
only within the past decade that
evidence has come to light which
proves that the goal of total frdelity
to the original artist(e)'s per-
formance was a chimera only
solved by the gramophone, that
non-musical mechanical machine
which played so big a part in killing
off real mechanical music.

The contemporary reproducing
piano, then, was pretty good in its
way, but it was only as good as the
roll editor. Some of these editors
were outstanding, others less so.
These were the men who were the
frnal link between mass-market
pianola-ism at its worst and
concert-performance authenticity
at its acceptable. They listened
carefully to the artist playing and
made copious marks and notes on
the master roll. Then, secreted in
some back room, they would use
their not inconsiderable skills to
add various perforations to the
master roll which would give a
fairly good approximation of the
way the pianist had played.
Depending how good they were
was how well-pleased the artist
was when he heard the paper-roll
playback. The artist frequently had
a hand in this procedurels.
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That success at this work was
not imirossible is proved by the
words of Rachmaninov in 1923
who, havingjust heard the frnished
master roll ofhis G-minor Prelude,
puffed a cloud of cigar smoke into
the air and calmly uttered the most
valuable words ever spoken in
Ampico's New York headquarters.
'Gentlemen,' he said. 'I have just
heard myself play!' This one
remark, instantly communicated
to the media, caused a sensational
rise ofAmpico stock on Wall Street.

Despite the gramophone (which
the instrument had, by 1910,
learned to live with), the hey-day
ofthe player-piano was the decade
up to 1929 and the depression.
Although subsequently there were
many devoted attempts at revival,
it was over by the early 1980s
having fallen victim to three
surprisingly different consumer
distractions. First was the
expansion of the cinema and the
onset of talking pictures. Second
with the wide availabilitv of
wireless which brought'live' dlnce
music into the home, and frnally
was the immense attraction of the
cheap motor-car which for the frrst
time gave mobility to the masses.
A car could be bought for f,100 or
even less. It was far more
important now to get out and
journey rather than sit and pedal
away at music. And for a growing
minority, private flying was
affordable with aeroplanes costing
no more than two o] th.e" timei
the price of a family car.

JAPAIYESE BUILT
Mechanical music layfallow for

the second time in its life. The
occasional muscular twitch
produced one or two things like
the key-top piano-players made in
America during the 19b0s. The
Swiss still made small musical box
movements for novelties but with
a few exceptions these were no
longer musical interpreters,
merely jingling trinkets. And not
to be outdone, the Japanese built a
brand new musical-movement
market to supply g0 percent of the
world's needs for musical novelties.

Home tape-recording, first
possible (at high cost and with
considerable bulk) in 1942. re-
kindled an interest in recording
and playing music and sound in
general and by the 1970s the frrst
computerised, solid-state record-
ing media was being developed.
Superscope Marantz evolved the
digital-playback action for pianos

which used a tape cassette and
solenoids. The process has actually
gathered momentum to the point
where today you can buy the
Yamaha player grand piano which
will perform digitally-encoded
music. The CompactDisc, the CD-
ROM and optical storage of digital
information has made possible
things of which the mechanists
and pneumatists of old could never
have dreamed. It is now possible
to have the performances of the
frnest pianists in the world playing
all the keyboard music in the
repertoire - and carrythis priceless
collection around in a small brief-
case. And, with digitally-operated
piano-playing actions, you could
perform all ofthis vast repertoire
on your own piano in your own
home.

So much ofthe history ofmusical
instruments, mechanical and
otherwise, is lost that all we
generally have are vague refer-
ences, maybe faded pictures from
old newspapers. But there is
another source ofinformation and
that is the rich treasure-store of
the Patent Office.

ABTJNDAT{T PERIOD
The 1890s marked the start of a

particularly abundant period for
inventions of all types, not the
least in the field of musical
instruments. While few of the
inventions produced at this time
may be considered today as having
been possessed ofdistinctive and
on-going merit, novelty was
certainly the name of the game.
There has always been an element
of the unusual or bizarre in the
world of inventions and their
creators, but the end of the lgth
century seems to have encouraged
a greater intensity ofthe bizarre
than any other age. Man was
master of technology. The Vic-
torian era had seen great strides
in engineering. The science of
pneumatics, practised since the
ancient Arabic times two thousand
years earlier, was now redis-
covered and being applied to the
benefrt ofMankind just as was the
associated science of hydraulics.
Electricity was the tremendous
discovery ofthe age although, as
now, nobody understood what it
was.

Fired with the enthusiasm
spurred by such an age, small
wonder that the patent offrces in
Germany, France, Britain and
America were deluged with a
veritable tidal-wave of appli-

cations. The beliefthat perpetual
motion was almost a reality sired
many, many inventions, although
fewer and fewer made it through
to the patent stage once the futility
of its quest was understood
(particularly by the American
patent office)16. There were patents
for flying machines, motor
carriages and a host of similar
devices. But there were also the
odd ones.

It was, perhaps, in the world of
musical instruments that the
inventive mind went overboard.
The two great challenges were to
be able to make music without the
sheer slog oflearning how to play
an instrument the proper way.
Then there was the associated. if
somewhat more esoteric, challenge
ofbeing able to somehow record or
write down music as it was played.
This was still an age when
competent performers extempor-
ised and many were moved to wish
they could preserve the creative
talentofthe performerand so keep
that fl eeting moment of sound. Thii
'recording-as-it-is-played' tech-
nique had been sought after for
many many years but it took its
name - melography - from a device
invented almost at the end of the
history ofthe quest. It reached a

ng

ili
he

phonograph and later gramo-
phone.

ASPECT OF TIIE AGE
Combined pianos and reed

organs were another aspect ofthe
age, although their protagonists
soon discovered that even ifreeds
didn't go out of tune, pianos did
and even a fraction of variation
between the two produced a sound
which even their worst enemv
ought to be protected from.

Henry Miiller of London and
William York Wright of Baldock in
Hertfordshire decided that the
harp was too diffrcult to play in its
proper manner, so in 1896 thev
patented a harp fitted with a
quadrant-shaped piano-style
keyboard which, since it was
pivoted radially, could transpose
and so do away with all that
complex footwork and double-de-
clutching which harpists perform
with that array ofErard foot pedals
which make even Grand prix
driving look easy.

If this was the sort of thing
which could be got away with in
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the freld of ordinary instruments,
then one can imagine that the self-
acting musical-instrument brigade
had a freld day. It seems hard to
believe that one could actuallY
patent a disc musical box built
into a china cabinet or bookcase,
or patent a
a piano, ye
the vast sel
appeared.

Today, the need for mechanical
musical instruments no longer
survives. Why bother with
machines to make music whenthe
portable compact-disc player will
live in your pocket and give You all
the music you want! There is, then,
a sadness that at a time when we
have the technolory and the abilitY
to achieve those goals which were
beyond the reach of the historic
makers of the past, the very need
for the instruments has not just
departed: it's been left far, far
behind. Mechanical music is now
a curiosity: an amusing glimPse of
life in grandfather's daY when
potted plants and draught-screens
formed essential furnishings for
the houses of gentlefolk.

EMERGENCE
But if music has changed, so

have people and their individual
abilities. The 17th and 18th cen-
turies, for example, saw the emer-
gence of a number of visionaries
and theorists who were Products
of that rich Middle Ages Period of
polymaths - men whose scientifrc
knowledge spanned medicine, the
arts, architecture, astronomY,
botany and all of the known
sciences.

These men, genericallY stYled
as philosophers, possessed a plane
of knowledge far and awaY above
those of the ordinary man. TheY
published great works which
embraced every facet of Iearning
in science and mechanics. How
different from today's'Iearned men'
who so often are supreme
specialists injust one very narrow
freld, but whose general Plateau of
knowledge and exPerience in life
and'philosophical science' falls so

far short of that of most thinking
men! This is why farmers often
make the best meteorologists - and
motorists the best judges of
character purely though obser-
vation or what astute academics
choose to defrne as the emPirical
learning process.

If mechanical music and its
instruments have gone the full

circle, it has to be said that the
modern age leaves something
missing. Is it, perhaps, the wonder-
ment of watching mechanics? Who,
for example, could fail to be stim-
ulated to excitement by the sight,
sound and smell ofa working steam
engine in a paddle-steamer? BY
comparison, the modern comPuter
is a myriad times more clever and
so much faster - but there is not so
much as one wheel to be seen going
around inside, nor a chain, a crank,
a fan or bellows. It is a sterile grey
box with a faint hum. Have we,
perhaps, sterilised our environ-
ment to the point where we have
subdued the stimulation of mach-
ines with a visual aPPeaI? After
all. it was the 1851 Great Exhi-
bition which brought technologY
to the masses - and they all Ioved
it even ifthey could not understand
it.

The Industrial Revolution
generated wealth and excitement.
The Electronic Revolution, on the
other hand, has given us the video
game and TV chat-show.

Notes:

1. See Philip Coole: EarIY Mech'
anical Music' [article in] The
Music Box, Yol 3, No 3,
Autumn L967, PP.79L-202
which refers to a manuscriPt
in the Yale Medical LibrarY
and a copy found in Cracow
both ofwhich date from about
1380 and are thought to stem
from an original of about
1350.

2. See Ord-Hume, AW J G: Barcel
Organ, Allen & Unwin,
London, 1978.

3. See Philip Coole, oP.cit.

4. See Tyler, E J'. The Clock-
makers of Susser, Watch
& Clock Book Societ!, tu.d,
p.26.

5. Price, Percival; Bells & Man,
Oxford, England, 1983'
pp.173-175.

6. According to verbal information
(October 14th, 1992) from
Stefano Belli ofthe magazine
Orologi in Rome, about 1990
this clock was rePlaced with
a quartz movement and he
describes seeing the ancient
mechanism covered in dust
in a storeroom in the tower.

7. Pice, op. cit.

Lehr, Andr6: Van Paardebel tot
Speelklok, EuroPese Bib-
liothek, Zaltbommel, The
Netherlands, 1967.

See Farmer, H G: The Organ of
the Ancients, Reeves, London,
1931; also Ord-Hume, AW J

G: Barcel Orgo'n, Allen &
IJnwin, London, 1978.

The music played by this instru-
ment is contained in a frne if
unfortunately now-rare work
bythe town's offrcial archivist
and secretary of the
Mozarteum, Johann Evan-
gelist Engl. It is a detailed
and technical work calledDas
Hornwerk auf Hohensalz-
burg: dessen Geschichte und
Musikstiicke Published in
Salzburg in 1909. A coPY can
be found in the British
Library within the Hirsch
Collection, shelf-mark Hirsch
1405. A facsimile exists in
the Ord-Hume LibrarY,
Guildford.

Langer, Herbert: The ThirtY
Years War, Blandford Press,
Dorset, 197 8, pp.L87 -226.

This was the Hopkinson 'Elec-
trelle', a British design the
maker of which entered
Receivership the following
April. For an illustration of
this instrument taken at the
Wolverhampton exhibition at
West Park, see Ord-Hume, A
W J G: Pianola, Allen &
Unwin, London, 1984, Plate
82.

Powerwas suppliedby a seParate
utility authority for everY
township and besides varia-
tions in voltages, there were
mixtures of DC and AC
current, the latter at a varietY
of cycles. And in some Places,
the power suPPlY changed
daily from one voltage/
number-of-cycles to another.

See Ord-Hume, Arthur W J G:
T he Violano -V ir tuo so and it s
Swedish origins, [article in]
"Music & Automata", Vol 1,
No 3, March 1984, PP.134-
L42.

15. See Roehl, H; PlaYer Piano
Treasury, Vestel Press, New
York, USA, 2nd ed, 1961. On
p.71 is an article and
illustration showing Pianist
Rudolph Ganz suPervising
the editing ofexPression holes
in his Duo-Art roll. Charles
Stoddard, inventor of the
Ampico system, sPoke in 1927
of the work needed to
complete Lh6vinne's record-
i.logof the Blue DanubeWaltz
saying that it took over five
weeks to comPlete and
represented over 100,000
operations.'This Piece
contains 7,915 notes and
every note required thirteen
or more operations before the
record was readY for Pub-
lication,' he s aid (op. cit. P. 9 5. )

16. See Ord-Hume, Arthur W J G:
Perpetual Motion, London,
Allen & Unwin. 1977. I
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AnrAw'sfucrurwSceLE
Member L. C. Thompson, has passed
on to me some information removed
from the wind chest of an organ
musical box by Nicole Freres. It
consists of 4 pieces of paper which
had been glued to an internal board,
presumably as an aid to air-
tightness. Not having seen such a
paper before in any publication it
may be of interest to members.

The papers, joined together and
photocopied, show a musical scale
with no key signature visible,
preprinted with all available notes,
and the note requirements for a comb
to play a programme as listed.

The papers refer to two musical
boxes, the one with frve identification
numbers showing the bass end for
that comb, and the other, numbered
442, shows the treble end for another
comb. The total length ofthe printed
scale would be 11r[ inches. The use
of 3-figure tune identification
numbers must date from earlier
listings oftunes, as often marked on
ends of cylinders, particularly on
'snuff-box' cylinders. It would appear
to me that the combination of such

numbers repeatedly used in a pro-
gramme brought about the intro-
duction of GAMME numbers.

Quite obviously there would have
been more permanent papers with
the separate tunes written out,
perhaps in the same manner. Then
the selected tunes would have been
matched for optimum tuning scale,
resulting in the papers submitted;
these in turn would have been used
by the comb maker and tuner to
profrle the rate at which the teeth
changed length, addition of cast-on
lead weights, possibly using scratch
lines to identify notes of similar
tuning on the brass base.

The 6-air comb contains
'LANCERS' 1to 5, plus'Rossignol
Suedois' (Swedish nightingale), but
makes no reference to the order in
which these tunes would be listed
and pinned, as this is immaterial to
the comb-maker/tuner. The 8-air
comb lists'KRONUNGSLIED'
(Coronation Song. lit. ), Bridal Polka,

again I"ANCERS 1 to 5, and frnally
LaBelle?????

The blank stave would probably
have been used in the case of a
multi-comb box.

The distribution ofnotes required
is quite normal in that many
accidentals have been omitted,
though there are more than the
average number ofbass notes in this
instance. IJnfortunately the sheet
showing the bass notes is incomplete.
Numbers of course refer to the
number of teeth to be tuned to that
particular note, the dash (-) meaning
NONE.

This complements an article as
yet unpublished by Mr. Thompson.

Since drafting the above I have
received addressed to me in person
ratherthan to the Registrar a listing
ofabout 50 boxes. for which I thank
the sender; I will forward this
information. Naturally I did look
through the descriptions and add
the description precisely as sub-
mitted for one box. The last sentence,
bracketed as a comment. adds the
final touch to the above.

by George Worswick

Name of Make: Francois Lecoultre
Type: Four air keywind
Cylinder: lsla" x77/e"

Comb: One piece 112 teeth (hooked)

Gamme No. (see below)

Comments: Box of plain walnut measuring approximate 4 x 5 x 12" with rosewood veneered lid trimmed with boxwood, diamond
shaped keyhole escutcheon. Serial no. in small type at left rear ofbedplate. Tunesheet in brown paper with black ink with oak leaves

FL in printed script. Tunes:
re two ovals in upper portion; at left N1903 in ink and to right
Quadrille Prinis -Weiffert; N 69 The Road the Road Rotweil N

running around edge with Quatre Airs at top and BB&C beneath the two ovals in upper

158 The Lass o'Patie's Mill Sinclair. 1903. (Note: Isn't it strange that each tune would have a gamme
Inumber and another the whole programme!).

A musical box maker's scale showing the available notes needed to arrange a planned programme of tunes.

Serial No. 11604

Tunesheet: Yes
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"What am I bid?, I have f,10 at
the front, who will give me f15?
15 I have. I have 20 on the right,
at the back ofthe room I have 30.
all frnished? On the right at 40,
and 50 at the front. Any advance
on 50? I'm selling at 50, 60 at the
back ofthe room, any more? Make
no mistake gentlemen, I shall
sell at 60, no more? CLUNK! Sold
to the gent at the back of the
room for f,60."

Oh dear! What had I bought? I
could vaguely remember a
cardboard box with a rather sad
Iooking movement from an
Organette, together with approx-
imately 20 discs. I remember
when viewing the sale that the
discs were in quite good condition
so maybe it wasn't such a bad
buy after all.

A couple ofdays later I emptied
the box and viewed the contents.
Assembled on the bench I found
I had 21 Amorett discs in quite
good condition, one 24 note

:''4

Amorett movement complete
with crank and an actuator guide
plate with a 2" x 2" section
removed with tin snips, obviously
the removed sectionwas required
for another restorationjob bythe
previous owner!

At this point I was thinking,
"O.K. keep a few of the discs and
stick it back in another auction.
But then again all I was short of
was a guide plate, pressure bar,
disc guide, and a case! Put it all
together, get it to work and I
could be the proud owner of
another Organette."

First things first, strip the
movement and see how much is
still usable. Much to my surprise
no wormholes! In fact the only
parts that needed replacing were
the Pallet springs, bellows and
valves. New pallet springs were
made from the correct grade of

Piano wire then using the old
bellows as a pattern, new ones
were made from card and leather
and assembled as the original
construction. New valves were
also frtted as the old ones had
gone hard and didn't seal very
well. No problems so far, so I
thought, the time had come to
crank the handle, depress the
pallet actuators and see if we
could produce some notes! The
handle was cranked and it did
produce some notes, in fact it
produced all the notes I expected,
and a few I didn't expect.

It took me a few moments to
frgure out that the valves were
making funny noises, the origi-
nals had small cardboard strips
placed transversely along the
length of the leather, having
frtted new valves and bellows to
other organette's without the
addition ofthe cardboard strips I
decided not to bother with them.
Thatwas abigmistake. The card-

.) 'et

Before restoration.
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board strips act as dampers
without reducing the flexibility
of the valve. In fact what was
happening was that the valve
was fluttering like a reed pro-
ducing some definitely unwanted
noises.

At this point in the rebuild I
was somewhat disappointed at
the thought of removing my nice
new bellows to replace the valves
correctly as this meant making
new ones because the bellows
are glued directly onto the wood-
work and it is practically im-
possible to remove them without
damage.

Two days later, frrst set of
bellows removed, valves replaced
and a second set ofbellows frtted,
crank the handle and 'Voila!'
sweet tones and no obnoxious
noises. So now I have a movement
in good working order that is
totally incapable of playing a disc.
What I need is a case to house it.

I was very fortunate in that a

friend had an identical instru-
ment complete with case! All I
needed to do was copy it!

I already had a nice shiny black
"Ariston" so I thought maybe
something a bit more upmarket
would be nice.

The style and dimensions of
the original were copied exactly
and a new case was constructed
with a walnut veneered frnish:
assemblywas as the original. To
increase the upmarket effect,
Brass Ferules were machined.
polished and frtted to the sound
holes in the side of the case, the
crank hole was treated in the
same fashion. The actuator plate
and pressure bar were copied
from the originals using black
nylon bar for the wheels on the
pressure bar.

A little more tricky was the
engraving on the top ofthe case,
I frrst took a rubbing ofthe origi-
nal, then using carbon paper,
transferred the design to the top

of the new case. Using a sharp-
ened scriber traced the design at
the same time cutting the frbres
ofthe veneer. For thisjob one has
to take it slowly and try not to
slip. Then using a scriber with a
blunt polished tip approximately
lmm diameter impressed the
scribed line into the veneer. The
indentation was then lined in
with liquid gold leaf and when
dry the whole case given a couple
of coats of Shellac, cut back with
steel wool and wax polished.

I didhave ideas aboutgivingit
a name like "Phoenix" as in Risen
from the Dead, but being as the
discs had Amorett printed on
them I decided maybe not.

I don't think I will ever part
with it but you never know with
collectors, so ifyou ever see one,
maybe at Auction, or in a shop
and the Auctioneer or shopkeeper
tells you it was a special, one of a
kind and probably made for
Royalty, you'll be able to put him
right. I

After restoration.
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It is nearly twenty years since David
Secrett introduced his frrst Archer,
a handmade automaton loosely
based on a nineteenth century
Japanese original. Since then he
has made several Archers to
commission and developed other
ideas, notably the barrel spinets
with lute players one of which is in
the York Museum of Automata,
albeit out of tune!

Now David has again turned his
attentions to the archer concept and
produced an Archer firing arrows
at a moving target. As the photo-
graphs show, a bell is mounted on a
swinging arm about 18" from the
Archer who sits on a fretted chair
beside a quiver holding four arrows.
Lines threaded up the front chair
leg enable him to turn to pick up an
arrow in his right hand, place it in
the bow which he raises in his left
hand, draw the bow and fire the
arrow at the bell. At this moment a
tune is played on the 3/72 musical
movement. In the meantime he has
craned forward to aim whilst closing
one eye, blinked, stuck out his
tongue and stamped both feet. This

Archer sighting up target and about to release arrow.
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Shot!

performance is repeated for the
remaining three arrows when the
clockwork motor shuts off.

As with all David's work. there is
as much emphasis placed on quality
of workmanship and detail design
as on actual movement. The
marquetry "floor," for instance, is
an Islamic design comprising some
960 pieces of rosewood and syca-
more and the chair is a scale model
of a baroque original. The frgure is
dressed by David with silk and frne
leather.

An accomplished cabinet maker
and turner (he once took the "Best
in Show" award at an annual
Wembley Conference Centre
Woodworker Show, David has
chosen to plan the mechanism as a
fully visible structure. Constructed
mainly ofwalnut and yew, the large
fusee engages a wooden gear train
comprising 24 and. 20 staggered
tooth wheels meshing with 4 tooth
roller pinions ; a unique design used
by Sutton in his clock of1800 in the
Usher Gallery, Lincoln. A driven
worm and fan governor are fitted
and sixteen cams with followers
provide the necessary movements.
A mirror lays in the base frame to
reflect the view of the mechanics.
For static display a glazed wooden
case is frtted givingo.a. dimensions
of 2L" x 14" x 19" with the target
folded in and a weight of 30lbs. I

View from undemeath showing gearing and cams.



Look at this list of 24 tunes in Fig. 1. All were very
popular in 1890 and I think about halfare popular today.
Most ofthe others would be, ifthey suddenly re-surfaced;
some have, after "borrowing." They all keep turning up
on 1890 and later cylinders (and discs) so they surely
merit a brief recall, with dates. I have added suffix "a" to
the second column tune numbers.

Tune 1 is credited to Coralie which appeared in 1885
and involved three composers, but it may be an arrange-
ment of Lily Bell composed in 1855 by Carl Miiller; 1a is
singer Sinclair's arrangement of Bishop's 1823 tune.

Tune 2 is by Handel ,1720;2a is by the catchily-named
composer Popsie Rowe, 1885.

Tune 3 is a loyalty piece by Stephen Glover, 1868; 3a
is an old tune, frrst noted about 1827.

Tune 4 is the one Stephen Foster composed in 1851
and allowed producer Christy to claim as his; 4a is a
ballad by J. J. Davy, 1814.

Tunes 5 and 5a are respectively 1881 and 1888
Sullivans.

Tune 6 is one of those enthralling cases where the girl
writing the tune sheet ran out of space and, unable to
spill into the margin, solved her problem by omitting the
last word - which is "frfteen" . . . . the tune was composed
in 1863 by T. Linley the elder; 6a is by F. Budik, 1872.

Tune 7 is easy, 1885 Sullivan; 7a is by W. J. Scanlan,
1883.

Tune 8 is by Banks Winter, 1884; 8a was composed by

F. P. Tosti in 1874 but this arrangement is by H. W. de
Camors, 1885.

Tunes 9 and 9a are both pre- 1790; 10 is by Dan
Godfrey, 1865; 10a, 1731.

Tune 11 is by A. Cellier, 1886; l1a was composed in
1750 but is probably heard here in the 1860 arrangement
by Dan Godfrey.

Tune 12 and its excellent words both originated in
l7l2; L2a is by G. Lamothe, 1881.

Some of these lesser composers are said to be forgotten.
Not by PVF serial 67805.

Late 2-per-turn boxes
These late boxes, sometimes even 3-per-turn and not
always with fat cylinders, proliferated from Ste. Croix
and L'Auberson makers towards the end of the 1880s.
The market then demanded a far cheaper version of the
classic 2-per-turn Nicoles with 12 by 3r/+" (30 by Scm)
cylinders which played twelve airs lasting up to 54
seconds each, with 120 comb teeth.

Tune lengths were reduced, sometimes to even less
than 30 seconds, and some combs had as few as 36 teeth.
At the bottom end for quality, these reductions were
combined; for example Cuendet model 43BB with 7"
(18cm) cylinder played 20 tunes each lasting just under
30 seconds on 38 comb teeth. It was a straight adaptation
of their 10-air model43B.

Admittedly 30 seconds is adequate for tunes which
merely repeat themselves in 60 seconds, though with 2-
per-turn it is impossible to get a direct repeat.

It is these short tunes and scanty combs which, though
always well made, give late 2-per-turn boxes such a poor
reputation; but there were plentyofgood ones, as described
below.

rBAor MAnKi RL6/5

Fig. 1. Tune sheet llrl by 7Uz" (29 by 19cm) of PVF serial 67805, with twelve numbers for 24 tunes. Litho by J.
Bognard Jne, Paris. The "registred" Trade Mark claimed in French and English probably refers to the PVF
device on the central cartouche. Errors and omissions are corrected in the text but I do not know ifall the tune
titles fit the tunes.

67s o r.
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Fig. 2. PVF 67805 with "fat" cylinder, nickel plating on winding lever and accessories.

Tune indicators always managed to pose a problem on
2-per-turn boxes. It was sometimes solved, simply enough,
by making the pointer indicate each pair of tunes. Of
course this meant stamping twice as many numbers on
the indicator, which seemed to baffle some makers, so
they simply wrote the tunes in two columns and hoped for
the best. There it is, in Fig. 1.

PVF 24 air 2-per-turn
The mechanism of PVF serial 67805 is shown in Fis. 2. It

includes a tune selector and safety check as well as the
expected tune indicator and zither. The latest tune is
1888 but this box was probably made and exported in
7892 - its tune sheet shows the purple "Made in
Switzerland" rubber stamp.

The cylinder is 91/r" by 31/"" diameter (230 by 79mm)
and has Rivenc-style knurled end caps 3'Jl"" (86mm)
diameter. A rod f,rxed in the treble end cao strikes the
great wheel on the return to tune one, to redoce the blow
on the snail. Ideal playing time per tune is a shade over

e6.'"'8
'@'0r7.'; "

Fig. 3. The robust governor; great wheel with chamfered stop slots, and stamped blank number 6 and.ZZ and.
CT; and PVF standard combined safety check and tune selector. Sorry about the paper-clip, but I had to get the
stop slot in sight.
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Fig. 4. The two Exhibition medals sometimes featured by Paillard. The first Swiss International Exhibition was
held at Zu.rich in 1883 and marked the opening of the grlr mile St. Gotthard tunnel in 1882. The dated side shows
Helvetia and the reverse states the award'Tor the delicate and perfect perforrnance of his boxes, the accurate
reproduction of the pieces of music." The Paris f 867 Exhibition medal shows Napoleon III, as on the 1862 issue
of French postage stamps; but some tune sheets omit his name and title, and turn him to face right. The reverse
shows two ryllSedfigures holding what could be a musical box but has also served as a panel for the recipient
- e.g. with J.H.H. for Heller. Sometimes this reverse is reproduced with its circular inscription'Exposltion
Universelle de MDCCCLXVI d Paris."

40 seconds, the surface speed of 0. 11" (2.Smm) per second
giving 89 seconds per cylinder revolution. The cylinder
dots are on tune one, as usual with Paillard. The endless
ofthe large size governor makes 1500 revs per cylinder
rev.

The comb, with cast iron base, is stamped with Paillard's
horn-and-cross trade mark and has 42 teeth. The 440 and
880 a teeth are numbers 11 and 19 from the bass end.
Relative stiffness is 340, fairly common on large boxes in
the 1890s. The bass lead is scribed 224 and.initials which
seem to be CHZZ. The cast iron bedplate is heavier than
usual and has foundry marks 53 and CPC which surelv
indicates Charles Paillard.

que.

Blank number 6 (or possibly 9) is on cylinder, spring
and governor details. Serial 67805 is on winder, spring
cover, comb base, cylinder, great wheel and tune selector
bracket. The great wheel is also stamped GT and ZZ, see
Fig. 3.

The zither operates on teeth 8 to 39 and is frxed by the
third comb screw. It misses the fan blades by just a
millimetre.

The mechanism is secured to blocks in the case by
three massive countersunk steel screws, 2r/2" long - 61/z
cms! The case is 21" by 10" by 8" high (53 x 25 x 20cm)
with transfer on front and frne large floral inlay on lid.
This compares with t}:,e 2Ir/+ by 101/z by 9s/ninch(54x27
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Fig. 5. Multi.coloured 8 by 5" (20 by 13cm) tune sheet which I think can be safely attributed to the Paillards.
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Fig. 6. Paillard's explanations.

x 25cm) cases for PVF's "Amobean" interchangeables
which included drawers for the six 6-air 6t/2" (I6llzcrr')
cylinders. These were contemporary PVF boxes, the
strangely-named "Amobean" offering the same tune
length but 50 comb teeth plus the chance (very rarely
taken) of buying extra cylinders; while the 24-aft 2-per-
turn box afforded easy choice oftune and was decidedly
more impressive. "Amobean'' serial 117835, latest tune
1882 but probably made about 1890, has tune sheet
identical with Fig. 1.

Serial 67805 puts over its tunes very satisfactorily in
the 41 seconds allowed. It sounds grand ifyou havejust
heard a 36-tooth tabatiere or a 6" 10-air cartel, but very
modest after hearing the same tune on a 70-tooth comb.
It certainly boasts the impressive ability to call up any
one of24 tunes in, at the very worst, 90 seconds. I wonder
if PVF made a 13" cylinder version which could have 65
teeth. Incidentally, the 91/n" cylinder on 67805 with its
obtruding end caps is only pinned over 83/r".

Exhibition medals on tune sheets
Rivenc boxes sold by Thibouville Lamy have the frnest
array oftune sheet medals, boasting Exhibition successes
not achieved with musical boxes. They were up-dated as
new medals were acquired.

Boxes by J. H. Heller often used the "garlanded
columns" tune sheets generally associated with Geneva
makers, but one has been reported with the centre of the
top border replaced by the four sides of two medals won
by Heller at the 1867 Paris and 1873 Vienna Exhibitions
- not necessarily for musical boxes. This is in the Ord-
Hume book, page 359, item 26.

PVF were keen adders of medals to tune sheets, in
particular from the 1867 Paris Exhibition as shown in
Figs. 1 and 4. On boxes exported to the USA they also
sometimes added, in the centre of the bottom border, the
medal they won at the 1876 Philadelphia Exhibition - for
example on serial 10854, a 123/t' six air box with "shield

held by figure at right" tune sheet and C P & C on
governor cock.

According to Chapuis, PVF exhibited at Paris in 1867
and C. Paillard atZurich in 1883. Being the leading Ste.
Croix makers they would expect to be among the winners
of the medals shown in Fig. 4. So can we safely attribute
the multi-coloured tune sheet of Fig. 5 to the Paillards?
It is the only tune sheet I have seen with medals from
both Exhibitions. Here it belongs to serial 19656, 13"
(33cm) 10-air, latest tune No. 7, 1891. At bottom right it
has Helvetia holding a red shield with white cross. This
same design of tune sheet on serial 22476 (latest tune
1880) has a script ET monogram covering the white cross
with "Marque de fabrique D6pos6e" on the space below;
it could refer to an agent or even, slight possibility, to
Eugdne Thorens, Paillard's Works Manager. Chapuis
lists all the Ste. Croix exhibitors at these two Exhibitions
on pages 180 and 188; the only ones likely to have gained
a medal at both are the Paillards and Mermod - who
always used his own trade-marked tune sheet. So I am
hoping that more data will soon turn up and prove
Paillard's probably exclusive use of this distinctive Fig. 5
tune sheet.

Paillard's Musical Boxes
Though impossible to be quite certain after a hundred
years, it is extremely probable that Paillard's instructions
shown in Fig. 6 accompanied serial 67805 when frrst
bought in about 1892. It is printed in black and red on a
cardSr/" by 4 inches (14 by 10cm). The instructions are
illustrated with a drum and bell box sporting the tune
sheet of Fig. 1, but without the 1867 medal in top border.
Strict attention, printed in red, is called to the rule of
stopping the box only at tune end. On the back, also
printed in red, is a useful warning about tinkering with
fully-wound boxes, Fig. 7.

It is a bit strange, but perhaps just a measure of their
rarity, that no instruction was given about the tune
selector; many an innocent must have been baffled by

w:ARNIN TO
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Fig. 8. Mojon, Manger 131L" (336mm) interchangeable serial 31462. The control levers are conventionally placed
but the play/stop lever contacts the governor by a long bar under the bedplate, pivoted near its centre. The tune
change lever is pivoted near the edge of the bedplate and a slotted bar limits its travel. This reverses the normal
operation of the control lever stated in Fig. 6 to Pull to change, push boek to repeat.
Photo kind.ly supplied, by Christie's, South Rensington.

why it would not work at the end of column one tunes.
Another instruction card, also dating from the 1880s,

has no maker's name but so many similarities that it
must have been issued by Paillard. The warning on the
backis identical, butthe front omits the note on removing
packing pieces and adds instructions on the speed
regulator and the tune selector - which "may be ordered
with larger boxes." It also repeats the frnal paragraph
word for word and adds this ambiguous new paragraph
which I confess I do not understand: "IMPORTANT. In
order to have the speed regulator work satisfactorily, it
is indispensable that the right side ofthe wheel nearest
the cylinder wheel be occasionally oiled, so as to avoid
wearing by friction."

The musical box illustrating this instruction card is a
standard 8-air 13" (33cm) cylinder type. It has no tune
indicator or selector or speed regulator - but it has a
standard PVF tune sheet, shield with cross held by frgure
at right.

Continuous performance
Mojon, Manger turned out some massive long-playing
machines, incorporating their patented internal-toothed
gear drive from four very robust springs. They could play
for 2r/, hours "when once fully wound up," as was noted
on the tune sheet of serial 27825 which was described on
page 193 ofVol. 7.

The interchangeable cylinder version was even more
massive, a good example being serial 31462 made in
about 1891 for the Indian market. It has six 6-air cylinders
playing a mixture of Indian tunes, opera classics and
Gilbert-and-Sullivan including The Gondoliers which
had its premiere in December 1889.

The cylinders have knurled end caps, a sensible
protection for interchangeables as the pins cannot get
bent ifa cylinder is dropped on a flat hard surface. They
are l}t/n" by 31/a" diameter (3a by 8cm) and have
conventional great wheels and snails but their arbors
extended eachend forhandling. They play90 seconds per
cylinder rev., surface speed 0.11" per sec. The comb has
93 teeth, the track widths being 0.022". The bass lead is
scribed 1043. The zither is frxed by the centre comb

screw. The mechanism is all nickel-plated.
The governor cock is rather carelessly stamped MMC.

The shaped fan blades are l1/r" (4cm) long, with a small
flange at the centre oftheir inside edge attached radially
to a brass block on the endless; speed is adjusted by
twisting the blades to alter their effective angle which is
normally around 45o as can be seen in Fig. 8.

There are no blank nurnbers but the four spring
bearings are numbered for correct assembly and one
bearing is stamped with Swiss patent 705, presumably
covering Mojon Manger's internal gear drive to the
cylinder gear - a neat detail which allows a gear ratio of
about 4 to 1 with both gears rotating in the same direction.

The case measures 41112" ( 105cm) excluding its rather
ornate handles. Serial 31462 is an impressive sight and
a robust performer, well able to make itself heard,
although the amount of machinery does seem a bit out of
proportion to a 93-tooth comb. When I made a facetious
comment about 21lz hours being a bit gruelling, with each
tune coming up twice every 18 minutes, I was shot down
by the reply, "It makes ideal background music for a quiet
dinner."

Cigar boxes on film
Several makers including Nicole offered musical cigar
stands, usually ofuprighthexagonal form andin a design
used also for liqueurs and cosmetics. They are
understandably rare; but how about a musical cigar box
of conventional shape? The only one I have ever seen
probably never existed; it appeared in the 1931 Columbia
frlm Platinum Blonde, (Jean Harlow) directed by Frank
Capra. An inquisitive journalist was kept waiting longer
than he liked in the large study ofa large house, and got
attracted by a cigar box. He opened it and was very
startled when music started. so closed it and looked
guiltily around. All quiet, so he opened it again risking
the music and pocketed a good handful of cigars.

Appropriate musicwas very realistically recorded and
synchronized with opening and shutting the lid. But was
it real? Be sure to see it when it comes on the Telly again,
it is a classy movie. Who said platinum blondes were not

Teducational.
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Coming up at Sotheby's, London
on the 8th June.

One ofthe instruments that I have
always wanted and ought to have
bought when prices were cheaper,
is the noveltywhichin appearance
always reminded me more of
mother's old cheese grater than a
musical box. It is the capital cuff
box, an unusual amalgamation of
technology of the disc playing
musical box with that of the
cylinder phonograph. The instru-
ment comprises a tomb and
starwheels in the normal disc
playing manner, however instead
of a disc, a thin-walled metal cone
is revolved on a mandrel. The shape
of the cone which resembled that
of a cuffof a shirt led to the naming
of this rare type of musical box.
Capital is thought to have started
production about 1895 and sold
throughthe retailerM. J. Paillard
of 608 Broadway, New York City
and is believed to have ended in
late 1887.

This item is expected to sell for
f,7,000/10,000.

Another item once on my shopping
Iist is the Weber Grandezza, I
ended up with its brother the
Unika, the same thing except the
Unika has a rank of violin pipes
instead ofa xylophone. The Gran-
dezza is contained in a bulky yet
impressive carved oak case with
bevelled mirror doors to the roll
playing compartment and a visible
xylophone in a compartment
mounted on the top.

The Grandezzais estimated at
912,000/18,000.

Ambitiously priced at a top
estimate of f,120.000 it is a Welte
Cottage Orchestrion Style number
2. The 75 key paper roll mechanism
plays seven ranks of brass and
white metal pipes, being trumpet,
trombone, flute and clarinet. Also
with snare drum, triangle and
cymbal, contained in oak'renais-
sance' case, with four glass panels
at the front, the movement is now
electrically driven, having been
converbed from weight drive.

This is certainly a sale for the
orchestrion lovers with a wide
choice including a Poppers Happy
JazzBand.operated by a paper roll

mechanism playing piano with
mandolin, bass and snare drums,
cymbal, wood block and triangle,
contained in stained oak case with
two brass electroliers, com-
partment at the top housing the
percussion with central grill carved
in the form of a dancing girl.

Estimated at f, 10,000/15,000.

A cheaper orchestrion is the
Amelotti, a single accordion
orchestrion playing accordion bass
and snare drums, cymbal and two
wood blocks. All is contained in a
mahogany veneered case with
instrumentation mounted above.

Estimated at f,4,000/6,000.

The star of the sale will be an
Imhof and Mukle trumpet orches-
trion illustrated on Sotheby's
advertisement. The full description
from Sotheby's catalogue is shown
below.

Signed on the tracker bar, I rnhof
& Mukle 547 Oxford St., London
I nte rnational E xhibition 1 8 6 2 and
1865 No. 1927, t}re fully restored
58 key movement with a total of
152 pipes consisting of 48 wood
pipes, 86 tin and 18 brass pipes,
arranged in six rows with 12
graduated bells, a triangle and
snare drum with dour sticks, the
weight driven movement with
weight connected via pulleys to
massive, hand cranked clockwork
motor which drives a bellows
consisting of four feeders and a
reservoir, contained in mahogany
veneered cabinet with two glazed,
doors at the front decorated with
floral engraving enhanced by
gilding and holly green border, the
hinged panel below mounted with
two mirrors and sides and cornice
decorated with carved and gilded
wood acanthus leaves and decora-
tive border, the sides with glazed
panels and base with storage for

six pinned wooden barrels, each
18.5cm (71/oin) diameter, each
spirally-pinned with brass end
indexing plates and zinc tune
sheets, each with tunes in script
comprising:
Barrel 1. Oh Suzanna, Cheer Up
Sam, The Cottagebythe Sea, Billy
Patterson, The Ivy Green.
Barrel 2. The Star on India Quad-
rille.
Barrel3. Beautiful Star, I'm
Going Home to Dixey, The
Woodman Spare, In the Strand,
Bombay March.
Barrel 4. OldBob Ridley, Tabioca,
Toll the Bell, DarlingNellie Gray.
Barrel 5. The Mable Valse.
Barrel6. The Calif of Baghdad
Overture.

Estimated at f, 100,000/160,000.
274 x 153 x 86cm ( 108 x 60 by 34in).

Forthe musicalbox people there is
a massive orchestral and auto-
maton cylinder musical box, com-
plete with a 49cm cylinder playing
aS2reedorgan,2 combs and zither
attachment. There are 4 engine
turned bells with butterfly and
bee strikers. a snare drum and
castanets, playing 14 Chinese
tunes, the movement with twin
spring barrels and with miniature
garden, two automated birds
flanked by dancing dolls, the case
with inset mirrored lid. veneered
in burr walnut, ebony and
kingwood, with boxwood stringing
and central brass scrolling motif.

This item is estimated at
f,10,000/15,000.

In the sale is another orchestral
interchangeable cylinder musical
box by Nicole Freres, with 4 41cm
cylinders playrng 8 airs and again
accompanied by a reed organ of32
notes. The orchestral effects in-
clude castanets,6 saucerbells and
a snare drum. There is a matching
table stand with cylinders storage
drawer at the front. f6,000/10,000
is the guide price.

Finally, includedis a 1950s Arburo
Dance Organ. The paper roll mech-
anism playrng on approximately
200 wood pipes, together with
accordion, bass and snare drums,
side drum, three Chinese temple
blocks, high hat cymbal, crash
cymbal and ornamental saxo-
phone, contained in ornately decor-
ated oak case with gilt scroll floral
designs and simulated organ pipes.

Estimated at f, 10,000/15,000.
303 x 270 x 143crn (119 x 106 x
56in). I



Projects
and

Wants
an International

column by
contributors Keuin
McElhone. Coulson

Conn and Barry

FOR SALE

1O5 KEY DECAP
DAI\ICE ORGAI\

comprising pneumatical ly operated drum/percussi ue

section with 2 accordions, electronic sox
and early Decap electronic organ

(later models used the Hammond).
Plain oak case approximately 74'x 8'.

900/o restored but abandoned due to lack of display space.

ooooooooa

Also Aeolian Pipe Organ with
Duo-Art Concertola player

AII restored, again space needed.

Apply:- G. Whitehead
Ashorne Hall, Nr. Warwick CV33 9QN

Tel: 0926 651444

There have been only two responses
from the U.K. to the Projects and
Wants column in the last issue.
Some members must be under-
taking an interesting project which
we would all enjoy hearing about!

Help is still needed for the com-
pilation of music roll catalogues:-
Gem 20 and 32 note Cobs, Wilcox
and White 58 note organ, Aeolian
pipe-organ 116 note and 176 note
Duo-Art rolls (photo-copies of later
bulletins particularly needed),
Phoneon 61 note organ.

Do European members realise
that many instruments are still
being made new today; such as
Nickelodeon pianos, Kalliope
organs (voiced for r/+ mile or 2 miles
range) in the U.S.A; Music boxes -
4r/2", L1-" and cylinder in Switzer-
land: 151/r" and 20" in the U.S.A. If
you have purchased any new
instrument would you like to write
in and tell us about it?

QUESTTONS
Does anyone make new music

box discs, particularly Polyphon
11". 151/r" and 195/a" sizes of modern
arrangements and songs besides
Dwight Porter in the U.S.A., prefer-
ably in Europe?

DISC PRICE SURVEY
Would members be interested in

a price survey of music box discs
from the various well known dealers/
sources ofboth old and new discs?

NEW MUSIC BOX DISC
DIRECTORY

Would members be interested in
a book of all popular music box disc
sizes listing all discs found? No
technical information, just many
listings gathered from MBSGB and
MBSI journals and added to by
collectors to give a handy although
probably quite large reference book,
including alphabetical indexes.

The same could be done for
organette rolls/cobs/discs.

This column will only appear
again when there are more res-
ponses and questions, wants etc.
Please don't wait, write to me today.

Kevin McElhone (Address
front of Magazine).

at
I

You Are nnvflted to JJofln the N/flBSl
Member benefits: Nine magazines annually (lournal of Mechanical Music

and the News Bulletin) plus the Directory of Members and Seraices.The
opportunity to participate in regional chapter meetings and MBSI events.

Annual membership dues: U.S. Members: $30 (+$15 initiation fee)
Subsequent fees are $30 annually

Non-U.S. members: $55 (+$15 initiation fee)
The initiation fee is for new members only.

New members will receive a packet of MBSI mailing seals, an MBSI lapel
pin and the Directory of Members and Seruices.

The following MBSI published books are available at member discounts:
History of the Musical Box,$22.50 ppd.

Musical Boxes and Other Musical Maraels, $13 ppd.

Back issues of Society magazines are available for a nominal fee.

Membership Application

Na

Add

State/Country Post code-

Area code-Phone- Fax

Please send your cheque, made out to MBSI Treasurer,
to: MBSI, Box297, Marietta, OH 45750, U.S.A. Januarv 1ee4
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Audio Cassette

REVIEW
by Ian Alderman

occasional mechanical sound is
part of the charm. The bass notes
are beautifully clear and precise
and the treble bright and true.

I learn from the insert with the
recording that a new museum of
mechanical music is planned at
Oakbank Water Mill, Blairgowrie,

which will also have the workshop
facilities to continue restoration
work of the quality evidenced here.
The man responsible for bringing
this Stella back to life is Jim Weir
and the tape cassette is available
from him. This recording cannot
fail to give pleasure. ITwenty six melodies on a

26 inch Stella

Cassette recording auailable from
Jim Weir, 'Woodbanh', Charleston,
Glamis by Forfar, Angus DD8 IUF.

Collectors and connoisseurs ofold
musical instruments already know
the special properties of these
devices, their innocuous narcotic
ability to transport the cognoscents
into another time, another place.
They have the ability to transform
an unpretentious melody into
something extraordinarily delight-
ful.

The musical box I've been
listening to with such pleasure is
something of a rarity (not least
because it has been restored to
pristine condition). It is a 26"
Stella, a machine whose steel discs
have no projections; the sophis-
ticated mechanism was invented
bythe Swissfrrm, Mermod Frdres.
This particular machine was dis-
covered in the Far East and what
damage the termites had done to
the case was nearly completed
when the crane driver dropped the
mechanism on to the dockside. But
ithas all beenrestored, withknow-
ledge and great skill.

The recording is generous,
offering 26 melodies, including a
Waltz by Schubert (not that
Schubert) and a piece by Gliick
(not that Gliick): But my favourite,
lest you think I seek to be amusing
at the expense of the unknown
composer, is the Polonaise No. 1

by Prince M. Oginski. I have not
the least idea who he was. but the
recording is worth having for that
alone.

The selection of music ranges
judiciously from the familiar opera
pieces (Soldiers' Chorus and the
Bohemian Girl) to musicals of the
period (The Belle of New York;
Floradora) and so on. There is a
surprisingly straight and very
effective performance of Men-
delssohn's "Spring Song".

The recording quality is good
and realistic, complete with the
occasional sounds of the discs
flexing, which have wisely not been
frltered out. Anyway, to me the

I4trers ent lo lhe Editor may be reproduced in part or
whole, unless marhed, "Not for Publication." Due to the
omount of worh inuoloed. in prod.ucing thz "Music Bu" lhe
Editor regrets hc cannot answer all lettzrs persoully.

Enjoyable weekend
Alan and Doris Pratt write
f:lom Birmingham:-
Having just returned from a most
enjoyable Musical Box Society
weekend at Brandon Hall, we could
not let the event pass without a
note of thanks to everyone who
had put so much into the planning
and the presentations.

Even the A.G.M. proved
interesting - and Annual General
Meetings are not usually noted for
their entertainment value!

As comparatively new members
of the MBSGB we have attended
only three ofthe regional meetings,
and on each occasion they have
proved to be a wonderful balance
between interesting presentations
and social contact - with good food
and pleasant surroundings as an
additional bonus. As newcomers,
we have little to bring to the
meetings except our enthusiasm,
but we have been welcomed by
everyone and made to feel a real
part ofthe Society.

However, it is noticeable that
the same faces seem to appear at
each meeting and we wonder if all
those other members know what
they are missing. If you haven't
dippedyourtoes into the meetings
scene yet the message from us is
simple - come on in, the water's
frne! I

New museum
Ian Alderman writes from
Dorset:-
There is a new museum in Berlin.
Kurt and Christa Niemuth invited
us to the opening last month. It's a
private museum and has many
mechanical instruments (disc and
cylinder music boxes) but the main
body of the collection is a large
number (40 plus) of street organs,
mainly 19th century and early 20th

century banel organs representing
most makers but particularly from
Berlin. Entrance is free, but a
donation to charity (Food for
Russia) is expected - a large china
pig collects. We are asked to make
arrangements before visiting.
Refreshments are not free! but
Christa will provide. Make
arrangements by telephoning or
writing. Christa's English is very
good.

The address of the museum is
Claszeile 78, Berlin 14165.
Telephone (from England) 01049
30 8156514.

This is a good collection and
worth a visit. I

Libellion books
Takao Kato writes from
Japan:-
Recently, I bought a Libellion at
Sotheby's London, but I am
disappointed, because, unfortu-
nately, there is only one book with
it.

Since Libellion is one ofthe very
rare items, I am afraid there are
not so many of them existing and
there are few collectors worldwide.

I would greatly appreciate it if
anyone could find me any books
matched for the movement I have,
or could introduce me to any
collectors who have the books.
Even if anyone could supply me
with only the xerox copies, it would
be greatly appreciated.

The books I am looking for
should be:
1) serial numbers 4000's,
2) I6.5crn wide, and
3) matched for 54-tooth

movement.
I would like to have as many of

the books as possible and do not
care how long it takes to frnd them.

Additionally, I have four books
of serial Nos. 3000's, 14.5cm wide
and matched for 48-tooth
movement. I have only books, but
no movement.

I would be grateful to know its
musical scale, so that I could study
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Parbwrs:M.C Dean,P M Dcan,R M Dean,N.J Dean

Withybed Lodge, The Witheys, Whitchurch,
Bristol BS14 OQB

Telephone & Facsimile (O27il 834474

BRITAINS LEADING
MANUFACTLIRER

OF MECIIANICAL MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

* Suppliers of perforated music for all scales
* Fronts, Figures, Caruings

* New instruments of all sizes quoted, for
* Restorations, Repairs, Parts, Tuning

Our latest full product range catalogue,
costing f7.50 inclusive of P & P now available.

The Catalogue includes the new
Cabinettaphone range

RENAISSANCE DISCS

After extensive Study, Research and
Development we have produced a machine
that can copy ALL DISCS for ALL MAKES

Of MACHINE:

we can now offer this unique
DISC-CUTING SERVICE world-wide.

For the first time, GUARANTEED, PERFECT
DISCS, from 4" to 34" can be supplied (projection
and projection-less - for Music Boxes and Disc
Orchestrions).

The Computer Numerically Controlled
machinery can produce copies of discs with the
highest possible accuracy, both in terms of radial
and angular positioning. It is totally adaptable
and can even rectify non-standard discs. The
discs are made from the correct quality steel, are
attractive$finished and are suppliedinindividual
heavy-duty P.V.C. covers. (These cooers con be supplied

scpnrntely).

A GUARANTEED, EFFICIENT SERVICE
- AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

SEND S.A.E. FOR PRICES, LISTS ETC.

Contact Clive or Lester ]ones at
The Mechanical Music Collection,

Church Road, Portfield,
CHICHESTE&

West Sussex PO19 4HN.
Telephone: (0243) 78il21 or 372U6

QUALITY INSTRUMENTS DESERVE
'RENAISSANCE' DISCS

(All types of Musical Box restoration undertaken).

JOE PETTITT at BRIDGEBARN

COIN-OPERATED AMUSEMENTS
OF ALL TYPES

VICTORIAN TO 1930's ERA PLUS MANY
OTHER INTERESTING MUSICAL AND

Antiques of all clsriptions
Wn nost hys aN wekends &8. atter 2pm.

BRIDGEBARN & HAYBARN
ANTIQUE CENTRES
THE GREEN, MAIN ROAD,
BATTLESBRIDGE, ESSEX.

Telephorc: Wicklotd (028) TdmN & 7358€/-
,14 Other dealers in four buildings (ideal for the ladies to browse!)

MECHANICAL ITEMS

o o
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I Nancy

Come to the source
ReStOf AtiOn SUppliOS j Our new expanded catalog contains over 50 pages of fully illustrated tools and paper goods

for all your restoratio-n-needs! Governor iewels; damper wire in 7 sizes; tool steel; governor worms & worm gears; lid pic-
tures; geneva stops; slitting discs; Regina cranks; disc box dampers; catalog reprints; books; posters; paper goods and much,
much more! $6.00 airmail.

ReStOfAtiOn SChOOL' The ONLY school which strictly specializes in Antique Cylinder Musical Box Restoration! For
professionals and amateurs alike. Learn "frorn the ground up" . . . correct disassembly; cleaning/polishing; comb honing;
rylinder recementing; tooth and tip fabrication and replacement; dampering; tuning and much more! Classes are held dur-
ing July and August and are taught by professional restorer/teacher/author Dr. foseph E. Roesch. (See the Silaer Annioervry
Collection, published by the MBSI, for technical articles written by (Dr. Roesch.) Call or write for full details.

TUne CAf dS: Fully illushated catalog of more than 82 different types of single and multi<olor cards available for cylinder
musical boxes. $3.50 airmail.

CASSette TapeS €+ COmpAct DiSCS: offeringyoutheBEsTrecordingseverproduced! Ihaveexpandedmy
audio selection io include not only my MUSIC BOX MELODIES line of disc and cylinder box recordings, but also Caroueel,
Hurdy Gurdy, Orchestrion, Street Piano, Monkey Organ, Fair Organ, Organette, Bird Box/Cage, Musical Clock and other
diverseautomaticmusicalinshuments! Thelististoolongtopublishhere... SENDFORABROCHURE . . . describing
each of these 21 wonderful albums! Most of the recordings we offer are fully digitally recorikd . . . two of our own Music
Box Melodies were given a perfect 10/10 score in CD Review Maqazine! One was crven a 9/9! Cassette Tapes and Comoact
Discs make great gifts too! Dealer inquiries invited. Send $2.fi) for a brochure that fully deecribee each album!

Nancy Fratti
P.O. Box 210, Rt. 4
518-282-9770 (9:00{:00 E.S.T., M-F)

Panchronia Antiquities
Whitehall, New York 128874210
51&282-9800 (24 hr. FAX)

CELEBRATING OUR 24TH YEAR!

AWARD WINNING MUSEUM
JOHN COWDEROY ANTIOUES

42 South Street, Eastboume, East Sussex
Tel. (0323) 720058 After hours: Tel. (0323) @5353

Fax. (0323) 410163

1973 - 1994
Celebrating 21 years

of fine seruice
to our customers

Specialists in
Fine Disc

and Cylinder
Musical Boxes

All our musical boxes
are fully restored

Clocks, Fumiture,
Silver, Jewellery,
Bought and Sold

Restoration service

Shipping arranged
worldwide

Illustrated
l5r/2" Polyphon

Disc Musical Box
complete with Disc Bin

RqIEH HqREINGS
World of MechaRical Music
A UNIQUE ATTRACTIONAS FEATURED ON

RADIO AND TELEVISION
A Museum of Antique Clocks, Musical Boxes, Automata and

Mechanical Musical Instruments,
REGULAR TOURS AND DEMONSTRATIONS

Entrance through Gift Shop, where Musical Dolls, Clowns,
Houses, lnstruments, Records, Casseffes, Books

and Souvenirs are for Sale.

EUROPES LEADING RESTORER OF
CLOCKS AND MUSICAL BOXES

LARGE SELECTION OF ANTIOUE
MUSICAL BOXES FOR SALE

OPEN 7 days a week. 10.00 am - 6.00 pm
High Street, Northleach, Glos. GL54 3EU.

Tel (0451 ) 8601 81 . Fax 0451 861 1 33.
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I,AST DATE FOR RECEIPT
OFADVERTISEMENTS FOR
INCLUSION IN NEXT ISSUE:-
1st July 1994.
Members: 14p per word
(bold type 7p per word extra).

Minimum cost each advertisement f4.
Non-Members: 28p per word.
6old type 14p per word extra)

Mininum cost each advertisement f8.
CASH WITH ORDER PLEASIE TO:
Advertising Secretary,
Ted Brown, The Old School,
Guildford Road, Bucks Green, Horshan,
West Sussex RHf2 3JP. Tel: O403 823533

FOR SALE
Ampico Grand. Duo-Art upright,
various other pianolas. Original and
restored. Nicole Freres music box,
professionally restored./repolished.
Aeolian orchestrelle organ model V,
restored. 041 881 1304 for detailed
list. Private sale.
Good selection of Player Pianos
plus new and second hand rolls, Duo-
Art etc. Export service available.
Also restoration materials. Send
S.A.E. for list and wants. Laguna
Rolls, LagoonRoad, Pagham, Sussex
PO214TH, England.
For sale, 20 Regina discs 151/2",
slight surface rust on a few f8 each,
plus postage. 90 Polyphon discs
I5t/2", very good condition f,9 each,
f,80 for 10 assorted plus postage.
Ring for titles ifnecesJary. OSf-SOO-
6535 eves.

WANITED
Musical Automata. Enlarging
collection. Top prices. 815 Moraga
Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90049 (213)
471-3000 Mr. Levy.
Organette music wanted. Any
Dolcine card music any condition.
14 note Melodia and Clariona
music (on spools). AII otherorganette
music, bands, spools, discs, any
condition considered. Contact Ted
Brown 081-300-6535.

Some classified adverts to make
this page more interesting. You get
27 words, (three of them in bold
type) for the f,4 minimum charge.
Yes this many!
Discs IVanted, Symphonion
25.5cm/ lO",Symphonion 2lcmJ 8r / q",

Polyphon 28,Ocm1lI1/+", Polyphon
28,1G/]-It/+-GL (Glocken). Can
change for other interesting discs.
Write to: C. Nitschke, 30455
Hannover 1.d. Steinbreite 55.
Germany.

Any members wishing to write to
classifred advertisers can send
letters direct to me and I will
forward them. For security
reasons addresses are only
disclosed at the request of
individual members. Ted Brown.
(Address in front of Journal).

Deadline Dates for
Display Advertising

copy
1st April; lst July;

lst October; 1st February
Editorial copy must be submitted at

Ieast

9j!gyg. p.iot to above dates.

Posting of magazine:
27th Febru ary ; 27 th April;
7th August; 7th November

NOTICE
The attention ofmembers is drawn to the
fact that the app earance in The Music Bor
of an advertiser's announcement does not
in any way imply endorsement, approval or
recommendation ofthat advertiser and his
sewices by the editor of the journal or by
the Musical Box Society ofGreat Britain.
Members are reminded that thev must
satisfy themselves as to the abiliti ofthe
advertiser to sene or supply them.

Wanted
Articles for

publication in the
"Music Box"

Let the membership as a whole
benefit from the experience of
individual members. Write a letter
or send a complete "article."
Photographs ofunusual pieces are
also required for "Members
Showcase."
Address your cotespondence to:
Graham lVhitehead,
Broadgate Printing Co. Ltd.
Crondal Road, Exhall,
Coventry CVZ gNH.

I{AVE YOU PAID
YOUR 1994

SI]BSCRIPTION
YET?

I shall be most grateful if all
members who have not yet paid
their 1994 subscriptions will send
them to me as soon as possible.
Thiswillhelp reduce the Society's
postage charges incurred by
sending out reminders. Thank
you.

Mr. R. H. Haiselden
Subscription Secretary

Send in your
classified

for the netct

RATES FOR DISPI,AY ADVERTS FROM JANUARY 1994
SPECIAL POSITIONS (offered as available).

Outside back cover (tone or two colours) Full page only f,192
(full colour, one photograph to mu. size of 8" x 6") t432

Inside covers: Full page f,168, Halfpage f,90 (as available)

POSITIONS INSIDE JOURNAL (as available).
Full page f,125, Half page t72, Quarter page 345, Eighth page f30
5cm box in classifred area f,27, 3cm box in classifred area f18

ve ofany artwork and camera work which may be

ilr,:i'":';fe*:t%lt-'"J?t""ii-*:*'i",",":*,1:
SPECIAL COLOURS
If required, advertisements can be printed in a second colour. Rates available on application.

DISCOUNTS (applicable only on accounts that are settled within 30 days, otherwise strictly nett).
Four or more consecutive insertions with same copy: Area rate less 207o
Four or more consecutive insertions with differing copy: Area rate less 107o
T\vo or more full page advertisements in the same edition: Area rate less 207o
Afurtber 57o discount is given ifpayment is in advance.

MECIIANICAL DATA tvoe area:-
Fullpage l}'/a"x7Ue" (z?bmmx180mm),Halfpage ]}ile"x3r/2" (270mmx88mm)orTVe x
55/re" (180mm x 135mm), Quarter page 55/ro" x 3rl2" (135mm x 88mn).

BLACK FOREST COLLEGTOR
Seeking unusual and 0rnate Cuckoo clocks,
0rgan clocks, Animated Black Forest clocks,
Musical Black Forest clocks - lrumoeters
etc.
Roy Aletti, P.0. Box 757 Harrison, NY 1 0528,
USA. Phone: 01 0-1 -(91 4) 835-1 930, 01 0-1 -

835-0830. Fax: 01 0-1 -(91 4) 835-0828.

The Society's annual auction
will be held on Saturday, 18th
June at the St. Albans Organ
Museum,320 Camp Road, (next
to Camp JMI School). Auc-
tioneer Christopher Proudfoot
(by kind permission of
Christie's, South Kensington).
A great chance to sell and buy.
Commission rates - Buyer's
premium 7.1Vo, Selling
commission 7.5%.
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Abne: An Imhof @ Mukle Trumpet Orchestrion, German, circa 1880,
purported to have been made for the Maharajah of Ambala.

Also Included in this auction are a Nicole Frdres

Grand Format Overnrre Cylinder Musical Box, a Capital Cuff-T1pe

box, an Aeolian Orchestrelle Player Organ, a 24-inch Polyphon

Changer Disc Musical Box, and an important collection of automata.

Illustrated Catalogues for this sale are available (f 14 UK, f 16 overseas incl. p€r!).
Catalogues are also available by annual subscription, category L186 at f30 (includes three catalogues a year).

To order by credit card, please call (0234) 841043 (24 hrs.) or fax details on (0234) 84104f quoting code MBO4UK

Fmfurtherinfornntion pbase contact:Jon Ba.d.dclel (071) 408 5205

Sornnrt's, 3435 Nrw BoNo Srnmr, LonooN WIA 2AA.

SOTTIEBY'S
FOUNDED 1744



10 Salem Road. Bavswater. London W24DL
Telephone: 07 7 -229 9090

MECNALMUSIC
Tuesday,T7thMuy 7994

An interchangeable cylinder mandolin piccolo musical box by Mojon Manger

Entries are now being accepted for future sales.
For further

Antony Jones
enquiries, please contact
on: (077) 229-9090 ext. 220.

Facsimile: 077 -792 9207
LONDON . PARIS . NEWYORK . GENEVA . BRUSSELS . ZURICH . THE HAGUE . DUSSELDORF

Thirty solerooms throughout tlrc United Kingdom. Mcmbers of the Socicty of Fine Art Auctioneers.


